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The Racers play TennesseeMartin Saturday at the
Regional Special Events
Center before advancing to
the Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament.

Students often play pool
in the residential colleges to relieve
and have fun.
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Down the hall, across the miles

Exchange
takes effect
on March 1
Christopher Bodes
Staff Writer
chod~s@thenews.org

Facebook bridges gap
between users, friends
Emily Wuchner
Assistant News Editor
ewuchner@thenews.ors

after checking his e-mail, he immediately
goes to check his Facebook account, which
he uses to keep in touch with friends both

Patrick Duttweiler, freshman from
Clarksville, Tenn.. likes tracking down
friends on Facebook.
From a military family, Duttweiler

on and off campus. He recently reconnected with a middle school classmate.
"You don't see your friends on campus
every day," Scott said. "This way you can

moved often, even attending two or three

write on their wall and sec how they are

high schools. Facebook allows him to keep

doing."

in touch with friends from his past, and be

Some faculty members, including Bill

even reconnected with a friend from an

Mulligan, history professor, created a

American military school in Germany.

Facebook accounts to keep in touch with

"It's great to find out what they've been

alumni and also get to know students.

doing," Duttweiler said. "When you move

Mulligan said he activated his account

away. there's a gap of time when you don't

because students send him e-mail invita·

really know what they've been doing, so it

tions. but he only checks his proflle once
or twice a week.

is great to catch up."
Adam Scott, junior from Mayfield, said

see WEB / 3

Murray State telephone numbers will
start to look different beginning Wednesday. as the University enters a state of
permissive dialing when the new 809
exchange begins to replace 762.
During this period, which runs from
March l through May 31, callers to the
University may dial phone numbers
beginning with either exchange.
Mandatory use of 809 will begin June 1,
when callers will hear a recording that
will direct them to dial the new exchange
instead of 762. This recording will be
available six to nine months after the new
phone numbers take effect.
Janice Thomasson, chief information
officer, said Murray State has run out of
available phone numbers under 762 and
switching to the new exchange will leave
room for much needed growth.
She said the last four digits of campus
phone numbers will remain the same, as
will campus toll-free numbers.
"There is a rumor going around that
our 800 numbers are going to change,
too." Thomasson said. "But that is not
true. Our 800 numbers are staying the
same."
Murray State officials chose to replace
the 762 exchange because the University
would not be able to provide 762 phone
numbers to students when new residential colleges open.
Thomasson said because Murray State
currently shares the 762 exchange with
the city. callers are often confused about
whom they are calling. She hopes the new
exchange, which will only be available for
campus use, will ease the confusion.
University Web sites, telephone directories and advertisements will be updated
to replace 762 with 809. Business cards,
letterhead and envelopes also will be
changed to reflect the new exchange.
Dannie Harrison, dean of the College of
Business and Public Affairs, said his
department was read)· for the change
because the University publicized the
change far enough in advance.
"We knew this was coming," Harrison
said. "We tried to hold off and not print
anything new (until after March 1)."
Harrison said his department would
utilize stickers Murray State provided to
inform correspondents of the phone number change.
Stickers with the new phone prefix are
available from Publications and Printing
Services for 1.5 cents each. The one-inch
stickers read "New Phone Prefix 809
replaces 762 on March 1."

Board to meet,
discuss
Clark plans
Staft' Report
Terry Strieter, faculty regent, said the
Board of Regents plans to take one of the
first steps to building the new Clark College today at its regular meeting.
In previous interviews, University officials have said the Housing office would
be relocated temporarily to Roy Stewart
Stadium because plans place the new residence hall where the office stands. Strieter said the board will vote to raze the
804 Waldrop property to ready it for construction.
Another sitWificant proposal before the
board would mean the extension of Public Safety officers' authority. Strieter said
the officers have jurisdiction only on
campus property, but the proposal would
extend their authority from campus to the
expo center and Pullen farm. He said city
officials have already agreed to allow the
added policing for Public Safety officers.
Strieter said the regents also will vote
on renaming the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center and the yet·
to-be constructed science complex clock
tower. Other business includes personnel
changes and committee reports.
The meeting begins at 1:30 p.m. in the
Jesse Stuart Room of Pogue Library.
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•Police Beat
Thursday, Feb. 16

Amanda Von Kannei!The News

(fro nt) Heidi Taylor, senior from Centr_. City, and Nlc Bullock, freshman from Mt. Vernon, Ill., prepare meatballs in Elizabeth College.

Scholarship applications
available for r otary club

Orchestra to hold concert,
perform Mozart March 7

Applications for the Rotary Ambassadorial Scholarships now are available at Student Affairs. Students must have completed at least two years of University schoolwork and must be residents of Kentucky.
The scholarship is for the 2007-08
school year and fully funds students to
study in another counrry. The applications
must be turned in to Student Affairs by
Tuesday.
For more information, contact Don
Robertson at 762-6831 or Mark Malinauskas at 762-3167.

The Southern Illinois Symphony
Orchestra will present Mozart and the Butterfly Lovers Concerto at 7:30 p.m. March 7
in the Shryock Auditorium.
Violinist Xiang Gao will join the orchestra to perform the "Butterfly Lovers Multimedia Violin Concerto."
Tickets cost $18 and may be purchased
at ticketmaster.com/s.hryock or 866-6468849 or at any Ticketmaster outlet.

University hosts annual
lecture feat uring writers
Murray State will host the Jesse Stuart
Writing Symposium in two separate
events Wednesday.
Novelist Lee Smith will give a keynote
speech at 3:30 p.m. in the Freed Curd
Auditorium. located in tl1e Industry and
Technology Center. Smith and Hal
Crowther will both partidpatc in a panel
discussion.
For more information, contact George
Hovis, symposium director, at 762·4723.

Corrections
In the Feb. 10 issue of The Murray State
News, a front page cutline incorrectly read
the Glockenspiel was in Zurich, Switzerland. It is in Munich, Germany.
In the Feb. 17 issue of The Murray State
News, it was incorrectly stated the
Lifestyles section would feature Delta
Si~a Theta and Lambda Chi Alpha in the
Greek~ series. The News will feature them
next week.
The News regrets the errors.
Emily Wuchner, assistant news editor,
compiles Campus Briefly. If you would like
to submit information for Campus Briefly,
phone 762-4480.

12:56 a.m . A caller reported a subject on the second floor of Hart
College possibly attempting to
have an altercation with two resi·
dents. No contact was made with
the subject, who was gone upon
officer arrival.
5:45 p.m. A caller reported the fire
trouble alarm was activated in
Regents College. Central Plant was
advised of the second trouble
alarm. Central Plant began "''Ork on
the system.
9:02 p.m. The Elizabeth College
residence director reported the
right elevator doors would not
open on the eighth floor. Central
Plant was advised.
9:40 p.m. The Hester College residence director reported a power
line was down in front of the college. The telephone line was hanging from a pole and not touching
the ground. Central Plant was notified.
9-.48 p.m. An officer reported a
limb down north of the College Circle. Central Plant was advised. The
officer helped Central Plant
remove the limb.
1()-.32 p.m. A caller from College
Courts reported a resident complaining of chest pains and a fast
heart rate. Emergency Medical Services was advised. EMS transported the subject. The officer took a
report.

Friday, Feb. 17
1:26 a.m. A caller from Franklin
College reported loud voices in the
rear of the building. The subjects
were advised to keep the noise
down. A warning was gi\'en.
3:38 a.m. A caller reported a broken window in a glass door at the
College Courts apartments. The
wind caught the door and slammed
it against a brick wall. Central
Plant was advised.
3:50 p .m. A caller reported a subject setting off fireworks. The subject fled the scene. The Miuray
Fire Department and state fire
marshal were notified. A report
was taken.

Saturday, Feb. 18
12:21 a.m. A caller reported a subject was in a Dumpster at Clark
College. T.he subject was gone
upon officer arrival.
1:20 a.m. A caller reported a pos·
sibly intoxicated subject hitting

Monday,Feb.20

vehicles in the lot by the Curris
Center. Officers found the subject. The subject said he would be
in his residence for the rest of the
night. Housing was notified, and a
report was taken.
3:26 a.m . A caller reported alcohol in Franklin College. Housing
disposed of the alcohol.
3:37 a.m . An officer was on the
scene with a driver who was
jumping curbs with his vehicle in
the stadium parking lot. The subject blew a tire on the curb. A verbal warning was issued for care·
less driving.
3:04 p.m . The residence director
of Richmond College reported
the college did not have bot
water. Central Plant was notified.
4 :44 p.m. A caller stated a vehicle ran off the roadway into a
ditch near the stadium. No
injuries were reported. The subject would get the vehicle out of
the ditch. The Murray Police
Department was notified. Everything appeared normal.
11:48 p .m. A caller at 16th and
University Station reported a
smoke detector beeping in a
room. The beeping was an alarm
dock.

12:19 p.m. A caller reported a
motor vehicle accident without
injuries at the residential college
circle. A report was taken.
6:26 p.m. A caller from the wellness center requested Emergency
Medical Services. A subject injured
his knee on the basketball court.
EMS transported the subject. A
report was taken.
10:31 p.m. The White College residence director reported a fight on
the west end of the second floor.
The fight was only verbal between
suite mates. A report was taken.

Tuesday, Feb. 21
12:33 p.m. Stephen Bergeron, nonstudent from Murray, was issued a
citation for driving with expired
vehicle registration on 16th Street.
8:58 p.m. A College Courts resident reported he was locked out of
his apartment. No contact was
made with the resident adviser.
The RA on call was notified and
referred the situation to Housing.
9:02 p.m. The White College resident adviser reported the left ele·
vator stuck on the third floor.
There were no occupants. Central
Plant was advised.

Sunday, Feb. 19
1:37 a.m . A caller from White
College reported the smoke
detector beeping. The beeping
stopped when the door was
opened and started beeping again
when the door was closed. Central Plant was notified.
12:51 p .m . A caller reported a
smoke detector continuously
going off in a room on the seventh
floor. Housing checked the room
and found nothing. Central Plant
was notified.
3:41 p .m . The residence director
from Clark College reported a
smoke smell in the laundry room
on the fourth floor. No smoke and
no fire were found . The officer
reported mechanical problems.
Cl•ntral Plant was notified.
8:32 p.m. The residence director
from Regents Collegt1 reported
the trash chute was stopped up to
the fourth floor. Central Plant
was advised.
9:28 p .m. The Racer Patrol
reportetl a truck dolng dou~nutS
at the north enJ df the Roy ~tew
art Stadium parking lot. ~The subject was gone uron officer
arrival.

Wednesday, Feb. 22
12:28 a.m. An officer served a
summons on Chad Cook, junior
from New Orleans, at College
Courts. A report was taken.
1:20 a.m. Public Safety received
reports of a stolen bicycle. A
report was taken.
11:38 a.m. An officer reported a
vehicle in Regents College's parking lot with its tire slashed. A
report was taken. and the incident
is under investigation.
10:20 p.m. David Borum, freshman from Hardinsburg, received a
citation at White College for possession of marijuana and drug
paraphernalia.
Motorist assists - 1
Racer escorts - 3
Arrests- 0

Emily Wuchner, assistant news edi·
tor, cdmplles Police Beat with
1
materials Public Safety provides.
·All Clispatched calls are not listed.
For a complete listing, visit
www.thenews.org.

Eyecare Sp.ecialties
308 S. 12th St • 759-2500
Full scope optomet1:y including diagnosis & treatment of ocular disease

Share your side of the story with your fellow students.
Visit thenews.org to submit commentaries and letters to the
editor for possible publication in The Murray State News. On
thenews.org home page, click on letter submission under
features. Enter your subject, e-mail address, letter and submit.
It's that easy!
Contributors should include addresses and phone
numbers for verification. Please include hometown,
grade and title or relationship to the University.
Commentaries should be limited to 500 words and letters
should be 300 words or fewer. The Murray State News
reserves the right to edit for style, length and content.

MSU Employees
\Ve accept your insu rance for .vuur eye

C\(1111:

8:30 - 5:30 Monday- Thursday • Friday 8:30 - 1:00

•
Laser vision surger y
consultations

Budget & designer eyewear

Most insurance accepted

All types of contacts

DR. KEVIN M. ADAMS • OPTO.METRIST
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Web site features, tools enhance conilection
From Pagel
"It seems to be an additional way to
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Facebook Features

keep in touch with students who chose to
• Groups -join tor common inter"
keep in touch with me," Mulligan said.
csts, campus organizations. etc.
Wit's a way to let them know they are
important as people, nor just a person who
• Searche.s - look for people by
occupies a seat in a class."
high school o r university.
By creating a Facebook account, students can list interests, quotes and other
• Event invitations - send mcs·
personal information in a self-created and
~ages to users about upcoming
·maintained profile. Stud£'nts may reques.t
e.vents.
friends from their school or other schools
across the country and write on their
classmates walls, or send personal mes- of my college career."
M:tn>' students fmd themselves spendsages to their friends. 'fhey also can post
upcoming campus events to attract more · ing excessive amtmnts of time on f-'ac~
book, both during and outside class.
attention.
Julie Musko. sophomore from Marion,
Pulse, a Facebook feature, shows popu·
Jar trends at t:!ach school and also com- Ill., joined Facebook about a year agn and
pares the listings to listings at other uni- said it seems as if she check<: her profiled
versities. Information comes from the ewry time she is on the computer.
"1 don't think it is affecting my
popular interests listed on students progradcs,"Musko said. "When [ do homef.Ues.
Facebook also allows students to create work on t•omputer, I try to focus as much
as 1 can. If I need a break. then I get on the
photo albums of themselves and friends.
"Not only do you get to read abou1 Internet. which usually leads to Face·
everybody, you get to see- them in action book,"
Bill Mulligan said Facebook has the
and see what they arc doing," Adam Scott
potential to lower students grades. Howsaid.
The site also allows students to create ever, he believes it could raise grades, too.
"To the extent, Facebook helps students
and join groups dedicated to a variety of
things such as procrastination, sports, or get to know people whom they may have
even "Facebook- the beginning to the end common interests with,'' Mulligan said. "It

has the potential to increase their engagemem with discussion, and that is a good
lhing."
Although Web sites such as Facebook
and Myspace allow correspondence with
friends and others who students may meet
online, they should be wary of what they
post on their profiles.
Many employers check Myspace and
Facebook before hiring job candidates so
they may sec what potential coworkers
arc like outside the office, according to
abcnews.com. Some students across the
country say they were denied jobs
because of photns or interests on their
Face book or Myspacc profiles.
Lindsay Medlin, sophomore from
Franklin, Tenn. considers her Facebook
profile as a ''third e-mail" address. Medlin
said she does not publish her cell phone
number on the site and limits the amount
~lf personal information she posts.
"It's mostly my friends from classes rhat
Facebook me," Medlin said. "I don't just
accept random people."
Three Harvard ~tudents created Facebook in 2004 as a way for people on their
campus to meet people online. The idea
eventually expanded to other universities
across the United States.
Faccbook is free to anyone with a '.edu'
at the end of their e-llUlil address. All the
money f'acebook earns comes from advertising.
'

General Assembly
WANT
TO
fails to pass state
seat belt changes GET NOTICED?
Marianne Stonefield
Staff Writer
mstonefield@thenews.org

Drivers who get behind the
wheel without buckling up
may continue to do so after
an amendment to state seat
belt laws was defeated last
week.
!louse Bill 86 would have
required police to stop vehi·
clcs and issue tickets to dri·
vcr.s who were not ~caring a
safety belt.
Under current state law,
police officers cannot pull
over drivers fo r not wearing a
scat belt but can issue a cita·
tion if they stopped the vehi·
cle for another violation.
The bill would require a
fine of $25 for safety belt violations but would not affect
insurance costs.
Cars manufactured before
1985 would be exempt from
the bill, which would disqual·
ify the state for $11.2 million
in federal incentive funds
because all cars made after
1965 must have seat belts
under federal law.
The bill was introduced to
the state House of Represen·
tatives Jan. 3 and went to the
House Transportation Com·
mittee. It was defeated Feb.

16.
However, the bill initially
passed in a 49 to 48 vote, but
because House members
adopted an emergency clause
that would put the bill into
affect immediately, the bill
needed a majority of 51 votes
to pass. It may be reopened
for debate.
Cassie Gibson, freshmen
from Benton, said police officers should be able to ticket
drivers for not wearing a seat
belt.
''It's the law,'' Gibson said.
"That's hard to call though."
Though she knows someone who was injured in a car
accident while not wearing a
seat belt, Gibson said she
does not think the House
should reopen debate on the
bill because it is not a large
enough issue.
Matt Arnold, senior from
Breese, Ill., agrees that violators of the safety belt law
should receive tickets. He
said he typically wears a seat
belt.
"(Seat belts) should be used
... for the safety of the driver,"
Arnold said. "It's not that big
a deal if they wear it or not."
He said House members
should take the issue back up
for discussion.
"It's a serious issue and
seat belts can save lives,"
Arnold said. "It's a proven
fact."
Heather Stroupe, junior
from Radcliff, said people
should wear their seat belts
but police officers should not
be able to stop violators.

"It's a
Stroupe said. "You're not
harming anyone else."
Under state law, children
under 40 inches must be
restrained in a federa lly
approved car seat. Stroupe
said she agrees with this law.
"Parents should be forced
to buckle their kids,'' Stroupe
said. "That should be
enforced (instead)."
It is not necessary fo r
House members to reconsider HB 86, she said.
"They shouldn't be asked to
rethink their vote because
t hey're voting on their
instinct," Strou pe said. "If
they revote ... it would seem
like just another way for Kentucky to get money."
Two House members did
not vote: Reps. Harry Moher·
ly, D·Richmond, and Gross
Lindsay-Henderson. Newly
elected Rep. Ron Weston, DLouisville, was sworn in after
the debate on the bill.
According to the National
Highway Safety Administra·
tion, Kentucky ranks 47th
nationally in seat-belt usage
with 67 percent of adults who
wear seat belts.
A primary seat-belt law
would save 62 lives each year
and save more than $40 mil·
lion in Kentucky's Medicaid
budget in the fust decade of
t he law's implementation,
according to a December
report of the Kentucky Insti·
tute of Medicine.
According to the Kentucky
Highway Department, 86
motorists have died on state
roads since Jan. I. More than a
third of those victims were
not wearing seat belts.
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OPINION

Opinion Editor: Rockelle Gr.t)'
Phone: 762-4468

Spitting on the Constitution
,_

Supreme Court censors college press
Did facilities management do a good job
during the icy weather?
"I think their
response was minimal but. to some
degree, appropriate. The roads and
sidewalks were
not ice covered
but they had' their
patches."
Katie Marks

Censor
This!!

junior, LOUISVil/8

..They did well. I
didn't see anyone
slip and fall."
Alex Griendling
junior, Elizabethtown

The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of The

Murray State News. The editorial
board is composed of all section editors.

"Considering how
large campus is. I
think they did a
pretty good job."
Kimberly Strange
freshman, Clizab8thrown

"I think they did a
good job; there
wasn't any ice
anywhere."
Jarrod Staggs
juntor, SlkBSton. Mo.

Amand.t Von K,1nnci/The News

For all freedom of the press
advocates, Tuesday was a slap in
the face.
College censorship was on the
Supreme Court docket through
the case Hosty v. Carter, which
it declined to hear.
In the case, the editors, Margaret Hasty, Jeni Porche and
Steven Baraba, of the college
newspaper, The Innovator, at
the Governor~ State University
in University Park, Ill., filed a
lawsuit against the administration when Dean of Student
Affairs Patricia Carter refused to
print the paper in October 2000
until the administration was able
to approve of the content.
The students refused to comply with the dean's demands,
which lead to the end of the publication for The Innovator.
According to the Student
Press Law Center Web site, the
Governors State University policy state!:! student newspaper
staff will determine content and
format of their respective publications without censorship or

Melissa Kilcoyne

Rockelle Gray
Opi,.on Editor • 762-4468

Janet Robb
Lifestyles Editor • 762-4468

Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor • 762-4481

Stephanie Buford
Advertising Manager • 762-4478

Joe Hedges

libelous information about the
administrators of the school, we
would concur.
The editors were just being
critical of the administration.
What if any time we were critical with something University
affiliated, we were slapped with
a lawsuit?
We understand our standing
in the community and our readership. We expect that a majority of our readers are college students, and therefore expect
news to be told throu~h the
point of views of other college
students.
We need not make any excuses or e:x-planations for what we
see fit to print. If we would read
it, then most likely. other college
students will want to read it.
Our administration can decide
to protect us by signing a statement making The News a public
forum and prohibiting censorship.

• Page 2b An AP

story out-

lines the decision of the
Supreme Court in the case
Hosty v. Carter.

Do you think the U.S. legal system
is fair to all Americans?

Ed1tor In Chief/Interim News Ed1tor
762·6877

Vanessa Childers

sent the best light of an organization, issue or sometimes a person, we thank our audience for
allowing us to continue to print
what we want.
This case was pivotal to protecting student press and the
right to freedom of the press.
Because the Supreme Court
decided not to hear this case, it
could set the precedent for other
universities to decide to censor
their school newspapers.
The justices failed the generations of college newspapers.
writers, and restricted messages
of the past which invented its
own concept of news.
It is a truth that college newspapers are more willing to pubLish controversial news than
community newspapers. Most
college journalist are proud of
this fact.
We are all at a crucial point in
our Lives in which we are trying
to figure out what we believe.
It is important for college
ncwsp:lpers to have the right to
write and publish its idea of
appropriate content.
If this was a case of libel, in
which the student editors were
printing false or presenting

RoUND TABLE co

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E-mail : thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 762-3175
www.thenews.org

Managing Editor • 762-4468

advance approval
However, the Illinois case
escalated to the Supreme Court
after 7th Circuit Court of
Appeals upheld the ruling that
administrators were able to censor the university newspaper.
The 1988 case Hazelwood
School District v. Kuhlmeier, in
which administrators were
allowed to restrict content in
high school newspapers, was
used as precedent.
This Supreme Court decision
to push this under the rug hits
home because this decision was
upheld in neighboring state Ulinois.
While many faculty, students,
alumni and administrators disagree with some of the content
The News decides to publish,
each person deserves a round of
applause for respecting the freedom of the press.
How could we possibly tell
our audience the news without
being critical and present unbiased opinions on what is happening on this campus?
Each week, we write an editorial outlining a problem occurring on campus. While many
times the editorial does not pre-

Prisontennsnotequatly
distributed among crimes

Elected officials should
strive for equality

Human nature makes the
legal system biased

"No. I don't think the legal system is fair. I think
it is sad that you can receive a longer prison sentence for drugs or drinking and driving than for
killing someone. Two years ago, one of my friends
was murdered and the b'UY that did it only got a
maximum of 15 years in prison and was eligible for
parole in two years, which he already had served
part of. How is that fair?"

"After taking two law courses, ['vc come to realize that our legal system docs not always treat its
citizens equally; however, it is our responsibility as
citizens to elect the legislators who can make that
system more equitable."

"No. It's not to all Americans. It just depends on
where you come from and what's you're background. People are biased. It's just human nature."

Adviser • 762-2998

Mitchum Owen
Senior
Paris, Tenn.

Justin Gossett
Freshman
Nortonville

Melissa Mead

The Murray State News strives to be the
University commu111ty's source tor informatiOn.
Our goal is to present that information in a
fair and unbiCISOd manner and also provide a
free and open forum for expression and
debate.
The Murray State News is a designated
public forum . Student editors have authority to
make all content decisions without censorship
or advance approval. The paper offers a
hands-on learning environment ror students
interested In journalism The campus press
should be free rrom censorship and advance
approval or copy; and, 1ts editors should
develop their editorial and news policies.
The Murray State News is prepared and
edited by students. The first copy of The Murray State News is free. Additional copies are
avatlable for 25 cents at 111 Wilson Hall.

Senior
Paris, Tenn.

Your O pitlic)n
Commentary headline misleads
concept of writer's view points
Some people's response to the title of Ebrahim's
piece was spot on.
Unfortunately, the title did not accurately depict
the article that followed.
Those of us who read further found it interesting
Ebrahim never said that the ~artoons shouldn't
have been published. She merely states that she
doesn't understand a freedom that is taken to the
extreme.
She aJso clearly states protesters go too far when
they threaten others and usc violence.
It is also clear Ebrahim was trying to state that

she and many others were offended by the cartoons
and that they have a right to verbalize their offense.
Some take this protest to be infringing on freedom
of speech when in fact it is only practicing that
same freedom.
I fmd it perplexing that 'Some of the people that
are upset by the protests of these cartoons arc
some of the same people who arc complaining
about the picture of Kanye West on the cover of
Rolling Stone.

Write to us
'The Murray State Ncews welc::omea commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters $hould be
300 \vo~s « ~ And must be si_ped. Cootfib.
Utors should include '4ddresses and phOfte numt>ers for \lerifiQtion. Please inchi4C hometown,
cl.as\'ification, titJe or retationilbip to the University,
Commentaries should be Jimjted to

Mark Galloway
International Student Adviser •
Murray

600

words. The Murray State News reserves the
.right to eair fQl' style, length and content.
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WHAT
•••
Everyone
received
vindication?
A student walks into class 20 minutes
late. The class turns around and sees the
student take his or her seat. The professor
makes a rude comment about tardiness
and the student either laughs with them or
shrinks down in his or her seat.
This happens often in Murray State
classrooms. I am s ure professors have
heard every excuse, but I think students
deserve vindication before they at·e sub• jcct to some embarrassing comments.
I am not someone who makes excuses or docs not take
responsibility for my
actions, but I think
people should get to
explain why he or she
is late to a class or his
or her phone rings in
clnss or. in some cases,
why he or she did
something that is
wrong and perhaps
illegal.
For instance,
after the Scott Peter!'On trial, in which he
was found guilty of
Rocke lie
murdering his wife
Gray
and unborn child, he
was taken off to jail and awaited sentencing.
It is at this time I think he should have
gotten his chance for vindication. While
many may not want to hear his excuse. I
think it would be intriguing to know why
he supposedly did this.
Plus. it would save A&E and the Biography Channl?l the time of researching his
life and talking to people who have theories on why Scott Peterson did what he
did.
I would like to understand why someone did something before someone has
has the chance to overanalyze the facts. 1
don't want to hear from professionals why
they think someone did something. I want
the first-hand account.
This could be because we, as a society.
are overexposed . to the entertainment
industry. We want to figure out the end of
u murder mystery before the movie ends.
In episodes of Law & Order Special Victims Unit, the perpetrator usually will
have a confessional moment once he or
she realizes that the evidence against himself or herself will convict them.
However, in real life, we arc not given
the clear-cut conclusion.
Even after the guilty verdict, the criminal writes his or her biography and docs
an in-depth interview with a prominent
interviewer on an investigation program.
However, after months after a trial. the
public doesn't care about the crime
because the defendant has had IS minutes
of fame.
I would like this to become part of our
trial process. If a person is found guilty or
pleas guilty. after their sentencing. they
should have the right to explain what they
did right after the trial.
Not only would this give the family of
the victim some relief. but it would give
the public a better understanding of
someone's psyche. The criminal does not
need a chance to make millions of dollars
off of their crime.
There are several examples of times
when people throughout history have
been given the chance to vindicate their
actions after the fact.
For example, former President Bill Clinton was given the chance to explain to the
nation why he lied about his affair with
White House intern Monica Lewinsky.
However, some people find it more
humiliating to admit what they did than
why they did it. Lying can cause people to
defend their lie for so long, they do not
seem to matter why they did something
wrong.
In fact, excuses tend to run rampage out
of my people's life. It is one of my biggest
pet peeves to hear people blame others
for their problems, but in this case, if they
did something directly to encourage such
bad behavior, let the names flow.
On a lighter note, during a class. professors should give students the chance to
explain.
Whether it is because a car would not
start or a dog did cat the homework. the
class has a chance to either feel sympathy
or have a lau~h for the day.
Either way, students and people
deserve a chance to clear their names or
explain whnt tarnish1.•d their names.

In My

Opinion

Rockelle Gray is the opinion editor for The
Murray State News.

Performance deserves spotlight
In My

Opinion

"I DO NOT
REGRET ANY
PART OF THE
FEB.

18 ISSUE.

COUlDN'T SEF.
WHAT WE WERE
TRYING TO DO
WAS TOO BUSY
LOOKING AT THE
WORDS TO READ
THE MESSAGE."

Editor examines '05 'Vagina' front page
Unfortunately, The Murray State News
is no stranger to controversy. The staff
doesn't try to make people angry, but
somehow, it happens on a semi-regular
basis.
When we unintentionally omit certain
portions of the student body, when we
publish something with which people disagree or when we just make a mistake, we
usually hear about it in some way or
another.
However, when we covered "The Vagina Monologues" last year and gave it
prominent front-page placement, we were
in for a surprise. Most of the time, the
things we think will generate the most
response go unnoticed. Never in our
wildest imagination did we anticipate the
backlash that came after the Feb. 18, 2005,
issue of The Murray State News.
When we learned "THe Vagina Mono·
lo~rues" finally was coming to Murray
State after several failed attempts to bring
the play to campus, it piqued our interest.
After learning the play's purpose and
message, we knew it would receive frontpage treatment. After I read the story and
learned it doubled the Women's Center's
annual budget, it became the centerpiece.
A number of thlngs about that issue
upset many people: the pink "Vagina"
headline, the pictures of the faux vaginal
entrance through which attendees had to
walk to get to the performance, and the
lead, which included words like "clitoris"
and "pubic hair."

What most of those people didn't know
and refused to listen to were our reasons
for doing what we did.
The headline color was part of what we
visual journalists call a color palette. It
was pink, not because the color is associ·
ated with the color of vaginas, but
because the girl in the picture was wearing a pink headband. I designed the page.
Look at other issues of The News, and
you'll find many kicker headlines match
the color in the main picture.
The picture, which even prompted
someone to threaten a lawsuit against The
News, was golden. So many people came
up to me and said the picture was inappropriate, that we would lose prospective
students to regional universities. So, I
called other student newspapers, and the
editors all said the same thing: if they had
that picture, it would have run on their
front page, too.
As for the lead, it played off a couple
monologues - "Hair" and "The I.ittle
Coochi Snorcher That Could" - in few
words and summarized one of the most
unique aspects of Murray State's production- the adorned entryway.
Some people were upset we used the
word "Vagina'' instead of the full title of
the play in the headline. In the College
Heights Herald, the headline read, "A look
inside 'Vagina.'" It's common for newspapers to pick out a key word of a title and
use only that word. In the space available,
"Monologues" wouldn't fit. "Vagina" did.

Some said the play wasn't significant
enough to put on the front page. We said
then we would only put it on the front
that once since it was such a struggle to
get the play here.
J went to "The Vagina Monologues"
Feb. 14. Anyone who sat through the performance and listened, truly listened, and
understood what those 23 women were
trying to say, the message they were trying to spread, knows why "The Vagina
Monologues" was on the front page in
2005. knows why any story about the play
in the past, present or future deserves
coverage.
A few people walked out of "The Vagina Monologues" performances this year.
They were so focused on the words •
"vagina," "clit," "cunt" - that they found
offensive or tasteless that they missed the
point of it all. And that's exactly what hap·
pened with The News' coverage of the
play last year.
I was the editor in chief last year, and
those decisions that caused so much controversy lie primarily with me. My intention was never to upset anyone or cause a
stir. People who said it was done on purpose never bothered to ask me why.
I do not regret any part of that Feb. 18
issue. Anyone who couldn't sec what we
were trying to do was too busy looking at
the words to read the message.
Vanessa Childers is the managing editor
for The Murray State News.

Fanaticism stirs controversy, not 'stupid cartoons'
In My

Opinion

Nadia
Ebrahim
"FANATICISM IS
WHAT PROBABLY
SILENTLY DRIVES
SO MANY PEOPLE
TO COMMIT
CRIMES AND
VIOLENT ACTS
TO WHICH THEY
REFER TO AS THE
POWER OF
CONVICllON."

The Merriam-Webster online dictionary defmes the word "fanatic" as a person marked by excessive enthusiasm and
often intense uncritical devotion. The
word also comes from the Latin "fanatics,"
someone frenzied or inspired by a deity.
Mass violence triggers many things and
history has recorded so many of those
incidents.
For example, violent soccer riots are a
legacy of European soccer matches; it also
happened in Canada in 1993-94 between
Montreal and Vancouver hockey fans after
the Stanley Cup finals.
Mass violence is not only exclusive to
sports; in 1992, racial riots erupted in Los
Angeles after the jury reached its verdict
in the Rodney King trial,
Of course, I could bring examples from
all over the world; bottom line is fanaticL-;m is not exclusively Islamic or Middle
Eastern.
Fanaticism is what probably silently drives so many people to commit crimes and
violent acts to which they refer to as the
power of conviction.
The riots happening in some places in
the Middle East arc done in the name of
defending Islam and its prophet whereas
Denmark is defending its freedom of press
and speech.
Defending one's freedom, religion and
convictions is a totally legitimate act.
However, using violence. fighting lire with
fire and stigmatizing religion~ and cultures is not.
It always amuses me how many nonMuslims think of every Muslim person as
a religious fanatic, whose world revolves
only around religion and God through
rigid, non-acceptant perspectives.
We Muslims, as human beings, need
faith just like many other people to make
sense of this world. It happens that Islam
is our truth, a sufficient one, just like peo·
pic's religions are their sufficient truths,
too.
Now I am not necessarily known for
being religious, and indeed just like many

.

people I have issues with God. In a world lently express themselves.
of fast-paced technology and globalizaIt could be over p1>litics, soccer, basket tion, religion and cultures have infused so ball, race relations or religion and it could
much that it is not easy to distinguish reli- happen anywhere in the world because
gious obligations from cultural practices.
after all we are all human beings and nu
So it is only logical that as human one is perfect.
beings, many of us get lost along the way.
Fanaticism is a system of its own. Anyjust like many non-Muslims. Worldly thing can start with the noblest of intenthings like money, possessions, men and tions. However, when it is taken to the
women make our mouths water, too.
streets and left for the nations to take the
law into their own hands that is when it
So why aren't we cut some slack?
It is interesting to observe how words becomes dangerous and forsakes the
like extremists and militants are repeated- cause.
ly associated with Islam or Muslims in the
Therefore, the West is not fanaticismmedia. Now many of us never really stop free and it is no more or less civilized than
to examine the language that we use.
many other nations.
People use languages to communicate
Human beings are complex. It should
exactly what they mean and how they per- not be as easy as categorizing people into
ceive the world. In the media realm, it is good guys and bad guys.
what 1 call the politics of words.
We are the accumulations of religion,
For example: if someone was to kill an culture, familial and societal values, perenemy, he would probably get praise for sonal values and life. So if we err, it is not
being patriotic, but if that same person likely because of our ethnkities or reliwere to kill a child, he or she is a murder- gions, it is because of who we are and not
er. Isn't it the same act with a different what we are.
The conflict happening between the
label? And isn't it a human being that we
are committing the act against after all?
West and the Islamic world is not over
Hypothetically speaking ,then. if the "stupid cartoons" as I heard many refer to
Cote d'Ivoire won the soccer match for it, but over standing up for your beliefs.
the African cup last Friday, and I got a lit- , However, it is done on both camps
tle upset and took it to the street and got through distorted religious and cultural
violent? Would I still be an extremist beliefs. I do not believe anyone should
because 1 am a Muslim who happens to be apologize for who they are and what they
a soccer fanatic?
stand for.
What if I were a Christian Egyptian who
However, this conviction should come
got upset for losing the final game and got with the heavy responsibility of accepting
violent: would I be spared being called an other people for not apologizing for who
extremist, even though I was violent?
they are and what they believe. The issue
Has the Muslim world deservingly a few years ago was if people of different
claimed extremism and fanaticism its own backgrounds can co-exist. Today, not only
or if it is logical to say that the European do they not co-exist, but it seems like they
soccer rioters and the participants of the are going after exterminating each other.
Los Angeles racial riots in the examples
mentioned earlier, and many more around
the globe, share some of the credit and
glory.
I believe I am being realistic when 1 say
that emotional manipulation and rigid per- Nadia Ebrahim is a graduate "I'ESOI.
spectives are what lead the masses to vio- major from Egpyt.
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Supreme Court Dills could drop with initiative
Ride' program
declines appeal aims'Safe
to curb drunken driving
of campus paper
Dr1viDg Under

tllelrlftuoee

Christopher Hodes
Staff Writer

chodes@thenews.org

WASHINGTON (AP) • The
Supreme Court passed up a
chance Tuesday to decide if
college administrators can
censor campus newspapers.
Justices declined without
comment to review an appeal
filed former collegiate journalists at Governors State
University, a public college in
Illinois filed.
The students sued after a
dean blocked the paper's
printing in 2000 until she
could review the news sto·
ries. Campus journalists had
written unflattering stories in
the Innovator about departments at the school in University Park, south of Chien·
go, which has about 6,000
students.
The 7th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals ruledihat that uni·
versity faculty could regulate
the paper's contents because
it is published under the
umbrella of Gove rnors State.
The case would have been a
follow-up to a 1988 ruling that
said public school officials
could censor high school
newspapers.
Backers o~e student jour·
nalists in the latest case argue
that college is very different.
"An uncensored college
newspaper is vitally important to attracting college stu·

dents to journalism and providing them with a real-world
training ground that prepares
them to become professional
journalists," lawyers for
media programs at North·
western University, Pennsylvania State University, the
University of Pennsylvania,
the University of Georgia, the
University of Missouri, and
Syracuse University told justices.
The student journalists Jeni Porche, Margaret Hosty
and Steven Barba - had sued
Patricia Carter, Governors
State University's dean of student affairs. The appeals
court overruled a district
judge, in finding that Carter
was shielded from the lawsuit.
"Word has already begun to
spread that the standard
'hands-off student media'
policies recognized by college officials in the past may
no longer be required." attorney Richard Goehler told justices in a filing on behalf of
many groups including the
Associated Press Managing
Editors, the Student Press
Law Center and the Reporters
Committee for Freedom of
the Press.
The case is Hosty v. Carter,
05-377.

Murray State may join other universities in offering students a safe ride home
from local restaurants and parties if
members of the Student Government
Association have their way.
Michael Brown, SGA health and human
services department senator, said the
proposed Safe Ride program would provide intoxicated students with a ride on
Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights.
Though Brown, senior from Hender·
son. is unsure of whether the rides will be
free or cost a small fee. he said they will
be available from 9 p.m. to I a.m. on the
three nights SGA members believe students party the most.
While Brown intended the program for
students under the influence of alcohol,
he said other students who need a ride
also would be able to take advantage of
this taxi-like service.
If implemented, the Safe Ride program
will unite Murray State, the l ntcrfraterni·
ty Council and SGA to deter students
from drunk driVing.
Brown said the University could usc
this opportunity to improve its public
image and take an active role in curbing
the existing Dill problem in Murray.
IFC approved the Safe Ride program
last semester, and SGA gave its approval
Jan. 18. However, before the resolution
takes effect, members of SGA's Execudv~
Council have to sign it.
Chris Hopper, Residential College
Association president and senior from
Nashville, said he liked the idea of the
Safe Ride program.
~r am in favor of the concept, but I

haven't looked at the specifics yet," Hopper said.
University officials from Student
Affairs and the Board of Regents also
must approve the resolution before interim University President Kern Alexander
can finalize it.
Jim Saurer, director of student life, said
programs similar to this one have been
successfully enacted in the past, including one in which designated drivers were
offered free soft drinks at participating
restaurants.
While supportive of the idea, Baurer
said Murray State must address liability
issues and other questions before the
University can take further action.
Baurcr said he remains unsure of
specifics of the p.rogram, including what
vehicll'S would be used and who would
be responsible for driving students home.
"If all questions are answered and (the
program) can be done, I think it could be
very successful," Baurer said.
SGA has formed a committee to answer
Baurer's questions and
research
approaches other universities take in
dealing with drunk driving.
Committee members also will be in
charge of determining how many vehicles
will be available to pick up students.
Michael Brown said he hopes to see the
Safe Ride program in place when classes
resume in the fall.
Lauren Drake. junior from Franklin,
said she thinks the program will put a
dent in college students driving under the
influence.
Said Drake: ''I would probably use the
(service), depending on how much I've
had to drink and how far from home I
was."

• There were 16,694 altoholrelated fatalities in 2004 - 39
percent of the total traffic
fatalities for the year

• The rate of alcohol inv()lvement in fatal crashes is more
than three times higher at
night than during the day (60
percent vs.18 percent).
• The highest percentage of
drivers in fatal crashes who
had. BAC levels of..OS or higher was for males and drivers
ages 21 to 24.
• The percentages of drivers
with BAC levels of .08 or higher in lataJ crashes in 2004
were 27 percent for motorcycle operaton, 22 percent for
passenger cars. aJtd 21 percent
for light trucks. The percentage of drivers with BAC levels
.08 or higher in fatal crashes
was the lowest for large trucks
(I percent).
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Murray State band attracts record number of students
Audrey Ferguson
Contributing Writer
As John Fannin looks toward a new
school year, he is trying to decide
where to place the expected 20Q-plus
members of the fall Racer Band.
The iargest Racer Rand ever
marched in fall 2005, and Fannin,
Racer Band director, anticipates at
least as many members this year.
According to racerband.com, 70
percent of the 232 members are nonmusic majors. These students did not
join for a graduation requirement.
They had other reasons.
Amber Voorhies, junior from Murray. said she joined Racer Band as a
freshman because she wanted to be
involved on campus and has a passion
for music.
"I loved marching band du ring high
school. and since I was planning to
not live in the dorms, I felt I needed to
be involved with something on campus," said Voorhies, 2005 uniform
officer. "I felt that Racer Band would
be great. I felt a bit at ease at starting
a new chapter in my life."
Since there were other Racer Band
members in all of her classes,
Voorhies said she automatically had
people with whom to study.
She said Fannin's willingness to
work with schedules and help as
freshmen adjusted to Murray and the
University was another reason she
chose to join.
"He wanted everyone to participate
and would try his best to accommodate our needs," Voorhies said.
The Racer Band practices about
seven hours a week, mostly in the
evenings. The season starts with band
camp, which begins about a week
before school starts. and the band's
season continues throughout the football period.
"Some rehearsals arc tough, but for
the most part, they're a lot of fun,"
Voorhies said.
Brittney Meredith. freshman from
Eddyville. said the band made the
transition from high school to college
easier for her.
"In a lot of ways, it was like automatically having 200 friends," Meredith said. ''You would sec people on
campus and know them from Racer
Band. I thought Racer Band was the
best thing ever. They paid us to do
what I would have prud to do."
Racer Band members receive $100
to $150 stipend at the end of the
marching season.
John Fannin said via e-mail recruitment has become a priority and
believes that is why the band has
grown over the years. A new Web site
and a recruiting video have been part
of this, along with an increased com-

file photo

Trumpet players perfonn wblle judges tally up scores during the the 2004 Festival of Champions. The event occurs every fall when
Murray State invites high school bands to compete. Racer Band has grown through the years and held 232 members in 2005.
mitment to performing at high school
marching band competitions.
Of course, having a band this big
presents its own set of problems. Each
new member means a tighter budget
because the band must pay for more
meals, dry-cleaning and buses.
The growth also presents a challenge for Fannin as he designs the
shows for this fall, which included "In
the Mood" and Halloween shows.
"Having enough room on the field
during shows (is difficult)," Fannin
said. "l t is getting crowded out there."
Despite the challenges that additional members add, Fannin said he is
happy to have such a large Racer
Band.
"It's great," Fannin said. "The depth
of our talent is great. It gives a great
sense of forward momentum."
The Racer Bana performs at nome
football gamec;, t ravels to high school
competitions, hosts the annual Festival of Champions, a marching competition for high school bands.
"Racer Band is what brought me to
Murray State," said 2005 Racer Band
president Bckah Carmichael, senior

Je remy Grace, sophomore
from Greeiivllle! plays drums
in the pit during the 2004 Festival of Champions finals show.
from Fort Rucker, Ala. "We. arc planning for next season right now. I'm
looking forward to it. It is going to be
one of the best seasons."

ille photo

The Racer Band color guard performs during the preliminary
round of the 2004 Festival of Champions.

SPRING BREAK HOT SPOT
Panama Citv Beach has been u
Spring Drca.L.: hot spot for as long as
most Spring Breakers can n.:mcmbcr.
The Sundplpcr- Beacon Beach
Rcwrt hns been nt the forefront of
Spring Bt\!Uk activities in Pumunu
City Beach since 1990.
its popularity stems from its

nonstop party atmosphere and
on-site resort accommodations,
giving Spring Breakers plenty to do
without ever leavmg the resort.
DJ Big Donna has been playmg the
hottest dance mixes since 1995 und
the Sandpiper has~ host to many
oilier \\ell-known DJ's incluiling
DJ Sknbble. 'lhc Sandpipt:r-Uea~on
brings the party to you - no driving
necessary
MTV's The Real World was at
the Sandpipt.>r in 2005 \\lth MJ nnd
Robin as spa:ial guests ut an
Axe/Stuff Magftline Beach Purl}~
They sponsored a model search,
party, and a swimsuit compclttion.
Alloy Mari(cting 1\a:; also brought
in model ~rchcs, along with

Clanmatet USA's calendar model
scan: h. Spring Breakers can e'-pcct
plenty more of thl! same this year
with bikini and wet t-shirt/wet
jockey shorts contests duily and
nightly.
The Sandpiper is never short on
big-time eut~inment, hosttng such
acts as Bob Marley's Wailcrs, Tone
Loc und other major acts. "lcntatively
scheduled for this year urc the Black
Eyed Peas pertorming on the beach
behind the Sandpiper Beacon during
Jay Leno 's sho\\. Metro Nightdubs
is a Spring Break spon'!Or giving
11\\UV S\\ imwcar and the Corona
Hench Volleyball Toumumt.:nt is
scheduled to take place behmd the
Sandpiper llus year Then~ w1l1 be
entertainment all day and all night at
the hotel throughout spring break.
Visit lnlw.sandpiperbeacon.com
to see "hat "son tap for Spring Break
UJOo ot the Sandpipc..>r Hcacon Beach
Resort in beautiful Panama City
Beach. FlondD or call the ri!Sort at
800488-8828 .
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Seniors relive youth
with special events
Greeks
get down
with Terrace
residents
R.obyn Smith
Contributing Writer

For many people, prom is a once
in a lifetime experience, a magical
night their senior year of high
school to be treasured for years to
come.
Attempting to recreate those special memories, Alpha Omicron Pi
and Pi Kappa Alpha hosted a Senior
Prom to entertain and interact with
the residents of the Fern Terrace
Lodge of Murray Retirement Home
Monday.
Brooke Fugate, junior from Lexington and AOPi coordinator, said
AOPi and the Pikes had the idea to
do a mixer but changed it into a
community service project.
The fraternity and sorority members interacted with each other and
spent time with residents of the
lodge.
"The resident~ {were) really
excited," Fugate said. "A couple of
them told me they have suits and
dresses they only wear to weddings
that they'll be wearing to the prom."
The prom included a raffle, dancing, games, refreshments, a picture
booth and a court, complete with a
king and queen.
Transparent, a local band, provided the entertainment for the dance,
and the band played older music the
residents could recognize and
appreciate. This allowed residents
to dance the night away with college students for partners.
"They love old music, and they
love to dance," Fugate said.
She said while the retirement
home residents have visitors and
events, they rarely have anything to
get them truly excited, so the Senior
Prom gave them a reason to dress
up, come out of their rooms and be

active, excited participants in a program.
AOPi began working in conjunction with the Fern Terrace Lodge in
Murray and the resldenh there
about a year ago. Last fall, AOPi
hosted a Halloween party for the
staff and residents.
"This is our first time to do our
Senior Prom.'' Fugate said. "We're
hoping to make it an annual event
with the Pikes as a kick-off event
right after rush and spring recruitment."
Michael Brown, Pike coordinator
and senior from Henderson, said he
was surprised at how well the students and seniors interacted with
each other.
"It was a huge success,'' Brown
said. "We had trouble getting them
to stop dancing."
He said it is important for students to go out into a retirement
home setting.
"A lot of the residents are from
Murray, and they've made their contributions to the community and the
University throughout their lives,"
Brown said. "They set the stage for
the way Murray is today, and it's
important for us to show our appreciation to them in this way."
Marsha Adams, Fern Terrace
Lodge activities director, saw first band just how energized the residents were about having college
students come and host a prom for
them.
"They've all been asking about
when the dance was going to be,"
Adams said. "The older women
(were) very excited. They want to
dance with the college guys."
Adams agreed with Brooke Fugate
on the importance of getting the
retirement home residents out of
their everyday routines and keeping
them as active in life as possible.
Staff workers also were on hand
to ensure the residents participated
in activities.
AdaJllS said the Fern Terrace
Lodge residents would enjoy an
annual ··senior Prom." She hopes it
will continue.
"They'll be talking about this for
months," Adams said. •Jt makes
them really happy to have young
kids come get involved with them:·

Jom'S/gl!C$t

Jamie Bell, graduate student from Buchanan, Tenn., speaks to a Healthy Uving Class at the wellness center Tuesday night. The class learns about healthy eating and exercise habits.

Campus community puts fitness 1st
with 'Healthy Living TodaY' program
Paulina Combow
Contributing Writer

The free Healthy Living Today program at the wcllncss center offers students. faculty and staff the opportunity to get in shape the right way.
Jamie Bell, prugram coordinator and
graduate student from Buchanan.
Tenn., created the 10-week program.
"I created the program to give participants knowledge and tools so that
they can be happy with the life they're
leading," Bell said.
The program is built on three basic
components: educational, personal
training and group workouts.
The educational component consists of group meetings with other participants where they are taught about
changing their diet, positive selfesteem and other necessary day-today changes. Individuals can choose to
attend the Tuesday or Thursday meetings.
The personal training component
requires a weekly meeting with a personal trainer to teach participants how

to properly use the wellness center
equipment and to create a specially
designed workout.
The personal trainers volunteered
their services through the Aerobics
and Fimess Association of America.
The group workout component
includes a fitness class open only to
participants.
Katie Childers, freshman from
Naperville, m., signed up with a friend
to participate in the program.
"Within the first week I'm already
feeling better and making sure that I
take care of myself," Childers said.
The commitment required for suc·
cess depends on each person.
Jamie Bell said participants are
required to attend weekly meetings
and encouraged to build up to working
out four to six times a week. They suggest attendees spend half of the exercise time doing cardio, and the other
half strength training.
"You fit it into your own schedule,
so it's not too bad," Childers said.
There is no fee for the program,
which is open to Murray State faculty,

staff and students. Faculty and staff
are required to purchase a member·
ship to the wellness center to participate.
Healthy Living today was designed
for people whose weight puts them at
some type of health risk. The most
common risks are obesity, diabetes,
high cholesterol, high blood pressure
and a family history of heart disease.
The healthy living program does not
measure progress on a specific scale,
Bell said. The great risk to living
healthy is a sedentary life.
"The goal is not weight related," Bell
said. "Five percent body weight loss is
a healthy expectation, not a goal. ·Everyone should be moderately active
for 30 minutes a day."
Though working out in public may
intimidate some people, Bell said the
center was designed for people who
are afraid, intimidated or just do not
know how to exercise properly.
"It's not just for show or for people
who arc already fit," Bell said. "The
Healthy Living Program is important
to the University."

Interested in getting a Ph.D?
The McNair Scholars program can help
you get ahead of the competition!
Eligibility requirements and an application form can be found online at:

http://campus.murraystate.edu/services/ursa!mcnajr.
For more information, call 762-5042,
or visit the McNair office located at 400N Applied Sciences Bldg.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: Friday, April 7, 2006
Program funded by the U.S. Department of Education
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RONALD
E . McNAIR
P 0 S T· 8 A C CAL AUREATE
ACHI£VEMEN'r PROGRAM
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OVC chantps .p repare for tournament
Nathan Clinkenbeard

Known for their defense this season.
Cronin and the Racers belit•ve defense
will be the most important factor in
winning down the stretch.
"As long as we play defense, we're
going to be able to beat people,"
Cronin said. "We're a team that when
we're clicking offensively, i.e. making
shots. and if we can get some inside
presence. get Pearson Griffith healthy
we're going to be really tough to beat."
The two teams hooked up )an. 21 in
Martin, Tenn.• when the Racers
earned a 79-73 win over a hot-shooting
Skyhawks team. Tennessee-Martin
shot 48 percent for the game and
made 10-of-17 three-point shots in a
second-half comeback that fell short.
Newson led UT-Martin with 23
points and five 3-pointers, and senior
center Pearson Griffith scored 16 to
pace Murray State, Like the Skyhawks,
the Racers enjoyed a torrid shooting
night, making 54 percent of their field
goals. .
Prior to Thursday night's game
against Tennessee Tech, Murray State
picked up a 72-68 win against lllinoisChicago during ESPN's Bracket Buster
Saturday. For the Racers. it was their
lOth win in a row and earned them live
votes in this week's ESPN/ USA Today
Coaches Poll.
Stepping out of the OVC for a game,
the Racers had all they could handle
with the Flames coming over from the
Horizon League. Illinois-Chicago built
a 32-26 lead at halftime and increased
the advantage toll early in the second
half before the home team came
storming back.
Junior guard Trey Pearson and
senior guard Darnell Hopkins hit
back-to-back threes to put Murray
State up one with under :1 minute to
play. The Racers forced lllinoisChicago into a shot clock violation to
set up Hopkins' 3-pointer that moved
Murray State into the lead with 49 seconds remaining.
Five ~1:er seniors will be honored
Saturday night before the 7:30 tipoff
against the Skyhawks. The quest for
an NCAA Tournament bid begins
Tuesi1ay night at the Regional Special
Events Center, and junior forward
Shawn Witherspoon wants to go
dancing.
"You have to keep your individual
goals in focus and stay focused on
what you want to do every game,"
Witherspoon said. "I've definitely
been thinking of the NCAA Tournament and going back to it. Nobody has
been there on this team except for me
and T.J. (Wolf). I'm excited to try for
that again."

Sports Editor
ncllnkenbeurd@thenews.org

With the Ohio Valley Conference
championship in hand, the men's basketball team now looks to punch its
ticket to Nashville and the tournament
semifinals after failing to make it to
Music City last season.
The Racers' final regular season test
comes against Tennessee-Martin Saturday. but the Skyhawks could make a
return trip to Murray Tuesday for the
opening round of the OVC Tournament.
Head Coach Mlck Cronin said he
does not necessarily like playing a
team twice back-to-back, but the
important thing is both games will be
in Murray.
''You gotta play the hand that's
dealt," Cronin said. "Obviously, you'd
rather not play a tt:am two times in a
row, but if you have to you'd rather do
it at home. With the way we've played
at home especially with the way the
Mick's Maniacs section and the students have been, we've drawn a lot of
our energy from them."
Saturday's game could prove important to both teams because of seeding
and first-round matchups. If the Skyhawks win the last regular season
game, they could move out of the No.
8 seed and avoid playing the Racers
with some help from other teams.
A Murray Stat!! win Saturday means
a rematch three days later. regardless
of what Tennessee! State docs in their
ftnal two games. The Tigers could lose
their final two games and tie with UTMartin, but Tennessee State would be
the seventh seed with the tiebreaker.
Tennessee-Martin had run off five
straight wins u11 against OVC opponents before losing to Tennessee Tech
Feb. 16, but they bounced back with a
69-62 win at Evansville Saturday.
Seniors Jared Newson and Jeremy
Kelly lead the Sky hawks and accounted for 47 percent of their team's
points. Newson ranks second in the
conference with 19.2 points per game,
and 'Kelly is nint~ With 16.1 a game.
Only Eastern Kentucky has a higherranked tandem.
Newson also leads the team in
rebounding with 63 boards per game.
and Kelly has the most assists. The
pair ranks sixth and third in the conference, respectively.
With two of the top 10 premier scorers in the OVC, Tennes's ee-Martin has
the second-best scoring offense, and it
is one of four teams to have outscored
its opponents this season.

Freshman catcher Daniel Miller prepares to swing in
tbe 'Breds ll-0 loss t o Arkansas State Wednesday.

Junior forward Shawn Witherspoon glides in for an easy basket against Dlinois-Chicago during the
ESPN Bracket Buster game Saturday night at the RSEC. The Racers came back for a 72-68 victory.

'Breds start off season
with 11-0 loss to ASU

AutumnBoaz

Staff Report

oboaz@thenews.org

Snow and rain put a damper
on the beginning of the 2006
baseball season, but finally the
Thoroughbreds played their
first game losing 11-0 to
Arkansas State Wednesday
afternoon at Reagan Field.
On defense, the 'Breds committed six errors leading to six
unearned runs, but their
offense was not much better.
Arkansas State led by T.J.
Brewer mowed down the Murray State hitters giving up just
three hits in the shutout.
Brewer earned the win
pitching five innings, striking
out seven and walking four
batterl\.
Senior pitcher Kalen Gibson
earned his tirst start for the
Thoroughbreds and allowed
nine runs on eight hits.
Defense was another problem
in Gibson's four innings as the
Kentucky transfer only gave up
five earned runs.
Arkansas State got things

going in the third and fourth
innings with four runs each in
those frames. With a 9-0 lead
and the ASU pitchers rolling,
Murray State found it hard to
mount a comeback.
Center fielder Hudson Smart
had just one hit in his five atbats, but the hit was a big one.
In the third inning with a man
on second base, Smart
smacked a homerun to left
fteld to give his team a 4-0 lead.
Two batters later, designated hitter Josh Yates hit another
homerun, his second of the
year, to left field. Yates went 2for-4 with three RBI.
Junior second baseman Seth
Hudson, sophomore infielder
Michal Perconte and junior
center fielder Tyler Pittman
had the only three 'Bred hits.
Bowling Green State comes
to town Saturday for a threegame set against Murray State.
The teams will play a doubleheader beginning at noon Saturday, and they will also play
at noon Sunday.

OVC Track Championships
kick off today in Nashville
Staff Writer
The men's and women's
track teams are one meet away
from the outdoor season.
The Racers will wrap up
their indoor season at the
O'Reilly's Ohio Valley Conference Championships this
weekend in Nashville. The
outdoor season begins March

18.
Because the indoor season is
only five weeks long, Head
Coach Derek Chavis said his
team still has not reached its
full potential.
"I still think we have a lot
that we can gain throughout
the outdoor season," Chavis
said. "I think, for many of the
athletes, they're performing
well up to this point, but I
think they're going to be able
to give us a lot more as the rest
of the season goes along."
Experience has been the
main objective for the young
team's Indoor season. Chavis
said. However, he said many of

his young athletes have had
promising performances in
recent meets.
In the invitational Southeast
Missouri State University Invitational hosted last weekend,
freshman Kristen Heckert ran
a personal best and finished
the one-mile event in 5 minutes, 14 seconds.
Chavis said hurdles were
Heckert's main event in high
school, which has made her
indoor performances in the
one-mile race more encouraging.
"She's just finally starting to
get used to racing at that distance,'' Chavis said. "I think
that she'll probably do even
better at the conference meet. ·
1 think she has it in her."
Other strong performances
included junior John Gorey
who ran a personal best in the
3,000-meter run. freshman
Maggie McKay in the high
jump
and
sophomore
Dominique Robinson, sophomore Laura Schroeder and
junior Chris Champion in the
weight throw.

The Sports Line•••
TV Events

Murray State Events

Turin, Italy

Saturday: ESPN @ 8 p.m.
NCAA Basketball
Kansas at Texas

Friday: Track @ all day
OVC Championships
Nashville

Saturday: W BBall @ 5:15 p.m.
Regional Special Events Center
UT-Martin at Murray State

Saturday: CBS @ 12:30 p.m.
NCAA Basketball
Louisville at West Virginia

Sunday: ABC @ 12:30 p.m.
WGC Accenturc Match Play
Championship Final

Saturday: Baseball @ noon
Reagan Field
Bowling Green at Murray State

Saturday: M BBall @ 7:30 p.m.
Regional Special Events Center
UT-Martin at Murray State

Tonight: NBC @ 7 p.m.
XX Winter Olympics
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Saying goodbye
to Cronin 1lr.
o~ ~c
would be tough T~:?o~en earn v
I

I hate saying goodbye to seniors, but
come Saturday and Tuesday night there
might be someone else Racer fans will
have to bid farewell to just in case.
Unfortunately. we did not get to experience the full career of the five seniors on
the men's basketball team since they began
playing just two years ago. These guys
were only here for a couple of seasons, but
the same thing could be said in a couple of
months about the 4'9" 90·pound guy roaming the bench.
• He might be short (like .I can talk) and
extremely thin, but teams across the country arc looking at Mick Cronin in a big
way.
Murray State's bcst·case scenario could
also be termed its worst-case scenario.
Higher profile programs are keeping
an eye on Mick and
the Racers because
if something big
happens in March
they want to be the
fl.rst ones to have an
opportunity to cash
in.
Making the NCAA
Tournament
and
winning a firstround game would
be a best-case sceNathan
nario, but losing Clinkenbeard
Mkk would be awful
Sports Editor
tough to swallow.
However, Racer fans have to realize the
Murray State job serves as a stepping
stone to bigger and better things. Just ask
Mark Gottfried, Frank Beamer and Hous·
ton Nutt.
Just looking at the guy's resume you
understand immediately why other teams
are salivating to get their hands on him.
Being a Rick Pitino and Bob Huggins
disciple speaks volumes, but a career
record of 65-22 before the Tennessee Tech
game means the man is a winner.
In just three seasons, Mick has an Ohio
Valley Conference Tournament championship, an OVC reb'Uiar season title and an
NCAA Tournament appearance. In a
week. he could be adding anotht>r OVC
Tourney crown and NCAA spot. All this in
three seasons.
Fans want to get to the NCAA Tournament, but they also want to win in the
NCAA Tournament. Mick's stock as high
as it may be
jump if the Racers go
dancing, but if we advance there may be
nothing the administration can do to keep
him from leaving.
The current situation in Division I college basketball a!:;o doesn't help because a
lot of coaches around the country have
been firoo, have resigned, are resigning or
could be fired.
Indiana's Mike Davis said he was out
after this season and Quin Snyder from
Missouri has already resigned. Mick's
name has surfaced in possible candidates
for the Mizzou job, and fans better get
used to hearing his name pop up in job
talks in the offseason.
Iowa's Steve Alford could replace Davis
in Indiana, and if he does, the Iowa job will
be open. Eddie Sutton could be out at
Oklahoma State, and Andy Kennedy might
not be hired at Mick's alma mater Cincinnati. What about the coaches at Louisville
and Kentucky? Although it's highly unlikely for Pitino and Tubby to be gone next
year, the possibility remains open.
Murray State will just have to play the
waiting game to see how this season pans
out in the end. Surely. we will extend an
offer to Mick to stay in Murray and continue to build the dominating program for
which he's already laid the groundwork.
He came here three years ago because of
the tradition and the ability to win immediately. I can't sec him going to a school
where he'd have to go through some rough
seasons. Our coach has far bigger and better things ahead of him. but I'd like to see
at least some of those things here at Murray State before he moves on.
Mark Few at Gonzaga has turned down
bigger jobs to remain with the Zags, but
they certainly have not been better jobs.
Mick has the capabilities to turn Murray
State into one of the very top mid-major
programs in the country.
We have a true gem in suit and tic leading our men's basketball team, but we
could also have a flght on our hands to
keep the precious.
I know we can't have Mick forever, but
I'm not looking forward to that goodbye.

"·ill

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor at
The Murray State News. E-mail comments
to nclinkenbeard@thencws.org.
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tourney ert w1t victory

Assistant Sports Editor
tdilLard@thenews.org
The Racers ensured an appear·
ance in the Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament Saturday w hen they
turned in an impr essive 20·point win
over tournament-bound Eastern llli·
nois.
. The 72-52 victory over the Panthers followed a win on the road
against hapless Tennessee State,
which holds an 0-25 record this season.
With the win. the Racers
improved to 8-10 in the OVC and
climbed into a seventh-place tic with
Jacksonville State. T he top eight
teams advance · to the tournament,
but the Racers will have to go on the
road in the first round against one of
the top four teams in the conference.
Against Eastern Illinois, the Racers went on a tear late in the first half
to put some distance between the
Panthers and themselves and never
looked back.
"1 was real pleased with how we
played Saturday against Eastern Illinois," Head Coach Joi Felton sa~d
Monday at a press conference.
"They're a team t hat has played consistently well all season. Our defen·
sive effort was good. We forced 24
turnovers and played a lot better on
the boards."
Eastern Illinois bounced back
from an early deficit to hold a 18·14
lead before the Racers went on an ll·
0 run. Freshman guard Amber Guffey sparked the run, converting a
layup and being fouled in the process
to cut the Panther lead to one.
Guffey's work ethk has enabled
her to improve greatly this season,
Felton said.
''She and her sister (Paige Guffey)
probably shoot for an hour and a half
every day after two hours of practice,'' Felton said. "She's gotten a lot
better over the last couple of games.
averaging about eight assists and
doing a lot better job of finding peo·
•pie. She's doing a lot better job communicating as point guard. She's
come a long way."
The Racers went on another big
run to stretch the lead to 36-24 and
took a 38·28 lead into halftime.
Murray State maintained a comfortable lead, never letting the Panthers closer than nine points. The
Racers increased their lead in the
final five minutes, going on a 14-4
run that climaxed with 3-pointers
from Ashley Brooke Hayes and
freshman forward Ashley Nichole
Hayes that gave the Racers a 72-50
lead.
Junior forward Joi Scott led the
Racers with 17 points and nine
rebounds and rejected five Panther
shots. Gordian contributed 13 points
and pulled down nine rebounds as
well. Ashley Brooke Hayes scored 11
points and went 3-for-6 from behind
the arc. Junior guard/forward Gerra·
ca Matthews stole the ball four times
and contributed 10 points.
Galligan led Eastern Illinois. scoring 16 points and grabbing eight
rebounds. The Panthers turned over
the ball 24 times in the game, com·

Melissa Kilt oyrwJThr· News

Freshman guard Amber Guffey drives t o the basket against Eastern Dlinois on Saturday. Guffey
and the Racers clinched an OVC Tournament berth w ith a 72-52 victory over the Panthers. Murray State will be on the road for the first round of the t ourney, which begins Tuesday.
pared to the Racer's 16 turnovers.
The Racers defeated Tenne~see
State, 96·81. feb. 9 and set several
records in the process. Scott scored
43 points on 19·24 shooting. setting
new Murray State single-game
records for both points and fleld
goals made.
"Our perimeter kids did a great job
of getting her the basketball, she
couldn't do that by herself," Felton
said. "First, the credit goes to them
and then to Joi for fmishing the
shots. That was her first game back
after the forfeiture. She just wanted
to make a statement and I think she
did and that's a credit on her part."
Felton said Scott has matured
throughout the season and is becom·
ing more motivated.

"Joi is a player that's very motivated now, not that she wasn't before,
but she really is now," Felton said.
"She's gunna take advantage every
time she':; out on the court. I think
you're going to sec hi!r give it her
very best am.! her very best is pretty
good. If she docs that, I think our
team will go as sht• goes."
The Racers next take o n Tcnncsset•-Martin at home Saturday.
The Skyhawks, hnlding a 6-13 record.
sit in lOth place in the conference
and have been mathematically diminated from contention for a spot in
the OVC Tournament.
The Racers took care of the Skyhawks in Martin earlier this season,
winning 83·64. The Skyhawks are on
:1 two-game losing skid. falling to

Eastern Illinois and Tcnnesse'-' State
at home last week.
funior forward Andreika jackson
has been a for~.:c for UT Martin this
season. leading the team in both
scoring and rebounding. She averages 15.2 points per game and 7.9
rebounds.
As the final regular season game of
the season. Saturday night serves as
senior night, in which the Racers will
honor senior reserves Jill Fulkerson
:md Jessie Hirsch.
"They are two kids that have
meant a lot to this program," Felton
said. "They haven't played that
much, but they have really done a lot
behind the scenes."
Game time is 5:15 p.m. Saturday at
the Regional Special Events Center.

Women's tennis team pitches shutouts against IUPUI, Butler
AutumnBoaz
Staff Writer
aboaz@thenews.org
The women's tennis team
tallied its first win of the
2006 season with a 7·0 victory Friday against Indiana
University-Purdue University Indianapolis in the team's
first match of the weekend in
Indianapolis.
The Racers completed the
weekend with anoth er 7·0
win against Butler University, Saturday improving their
record to 3-1.
Head
Coach
Connie
Keasling said her team was
consistently aggressive.
"We stood out as a
team,"Keasling said. "That
was what was so huge. Everybody showed up. Everyone
played as hard as they could
in singles and doubles. in

back to back matches."
After losing its opening
match of the season, Keasling
said her team had to overcome a case of nerves.
"l think we performed at
the same level (against Mem·
phis), it's just that Memphis
was our first match;:
Keasling said. ''The first
match of the season; you've
got to get that under your
belt."
Murray State dominated
the singles competition Friday. with junior Anna Lask
leading the way in the No. 1
spot. La.~k defeated IUPUI's
Malbry Stemle 6-3. 6·2.
Keasling said Lask's effons
were a promising preview for
Lask and her teammates.
"IUPUI ic; picked to finish
second in their conference,"
Keasling said. "The number
one player that Anna played,

Malbry. is the best player in
their conference."
Senior Tami McQyccn
defeated Nikki Evans 6-2, 6·4
to wrap up single's play.
Junior R3chael Lask. junior
Cassady Pruitt, freshman
Anne Pennington ami freshman Adriana Alvarez picked
up individual victories in the
team's 7-0 sweep.
Murray State's only dcft•at
occurred in double's play
when McQueen and Alvarez,
the Racer's No. 3 double's
team, were defeated 8·7 after
losing their tiebreaking game
7-2.
However. No. I doubles
team Rachacl l.ask und Anna
Lask and No. 2 pair Pennington and Pruitt were victori·
ous in their matches keeping
the Racers ahead of IUPUl.
Pennington, who added
wins in the singles and dou-

CongratulatioJ:ls
Murray State Racers
for clinching the
OVC Regular
Season Title!!

blcs category, said the team's
loss to Memphis helped moti·
vatc the Racers.
"I think we wanted to win
because we lost our first
mutr.:h, so that pushed us,"
1''-·nnington said. "We just
wanted to be able to say we
won."
Saturday against Butler,
the Racers notclwd tht.•ir sec·
ond sweep.
Murray State c!arnl!d five.
straight-set victories. Anna
Lask led the way for the Racers, once again. defeating
Butler's Alaina Griffin 6-4. 6l in singles competition.
Rachcal I.ask followed in
the No. 2 spot defeating Butler's Tayo Bailey 6-2, 6-2.
"Butler, the first five years,
has been one or two in their
conference," Keasling said.
"Their number two player
(Bailey) holds the records for

~~~~:J

the most singles and doubles
wins in their pro~am. Rachel
was able to defeat her and we
were able to defeat them a.'> a
team."
Doubles tt'ams Anna Lask
and RachJ!CI l.ask, Penning·
ton and Pruitt and McQycen
and Alvarez were each able
to pick up wins in doubles
play.
1
Althou~h
th\.• Racer':;
recent cmnpctitors have nut
been Ohio Valley Conference
teams, Keasling said the competition was beneficial.
"The southeast is very.
very strong tennis." Keasling
said. "What we arc doing this
year is trying to play the top
teams in other conferences."
The Racers travel to Saint
Louis. Mo. this weekend to
take on Saint Louis University. The match begins nt 4
p.m.

ACOUSTIC & ELECI'RIC GUITARS
AMPS· KEYBOARDS & MORE

mainstreetguitars.com
Tuesday - friday 10 am.· 5 p.m. • Saturday 12 p.m. - 4 p.m.
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Rifle. team back into NCAA Championships
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@ thenews.org

for the 27th time in school histo·
ry, the rifle t~am will shoot in the
NCAA Championships March 10-ll
in Colorado Springs, Colo.
Murray State was one of seven
teams to qualify for the championships in both smallbore and air
rille.
Coming off a second-place ftnish
in the NCAA Sectionals, the team
traveled to Tennessee-Martin for
the Ohio Valley Conference Championships last weekend and left with
the same result.
Head Coach Ann Proctor said the
team was down 16 points going into
Sunday's air rifle competition and
made a comeback, but it was not
enough to knock off the Gamecocks.
"We could have caught up with
them," Proctor said. "At one point
on Sunday, we were 13 points ahead
of them in air rille so we were just
down by three. It just wasn't our
day, and they had a really great day."
The Racers fmished second
behind Jacksonville State, and the
two-time league champs had matchhighs in smallbore and air rifle for a
4,671 aggregate out of a possible
4,800. Murray State shot a 4,633
c ombined score, outdistancing
third-place Tennessee Tech by 108
points.
Tennessee-Martin's mixed and
women's teams placed fourth and
fifth, respectively. Morehead State's
men's squad was sixth with their
women's team right behind, and
Austin Peay shot eighth, competing
only in air rifle.
The Racers ftred a 2.318 in smallbore, had a 2,315 in air rifle and had
seven OVC postseason honors. The
biggest award went to Kevin Witbrodt, who was named the league's
Freshman of the Year. .
Coaches select the Freshman of
the Year based on how the studentathletes did throughout the season
and in the classroom during the fall
semester.
Freshman Bryant Wallizer was
named the OVC Newcomer of the
Year in smallbore, and he also
earned a spot on the All-Newcomer
team for air rille. He had the second
most votes, just one behind Heather
:Tillson of T ennessee-Martin.
Cameron Hicks was namea to the
All-OVC Smallbore First Team, and
senior Alex Culbertson earned second-team honors. Hicks also
received second-team honors for
the air rifle team. Dan Belluzzo and

iile photO<;

Members of the rifle team shoot in the NCAA Sectionals held at Murray State two weeks ago.
The Racers finished second behind Jacksonville State in the Ohio Valley Conference Championships last weekend,. and they qualified for the NCAA Championships for the 27th time.
Wallizer were each selected for the
All-OVC Smallbore Second Team.
Last season, the Racers finished
third behind Tennessee Tech, and
Proctor said the biggest difference
between the teams now is the Golden Eagles only have four shooters.
"They don't have the kind of team
we have where our hardest job is to
pick who those top shooters arc
going to be," Proctor said. "They
only have four shooters so if some·
one gets sick which happened to
them when they were here they
don't get to finish."
OVC champion Jacksonville State
qualilled for the NCAA Championships in just smallbore. Other
teams to qualify in both shooting
disciplines were Alaska-Fairbanks,
Army, Kentucky, Mississippi, Navy
and Nebraska. Only teams shooting
both disciplines can win the national title.
The Racers won NCAA titles in
1985 and 1987 and won the ftrst-ever
:intercollegiate competition in 1978.
The NCAA began sponsoring the
collegiate championships in 1980.
Last year, the team did not qualify
for the meet for the first time in the
competition's 28-ycar history.

Freshman Kevin Witbrodt won the OVC Freshman of the Year
aw ard for his excellence o n the rifle range and in the classroom.

Stiff competition
Ranked'lndiana squad shuts out men in Bloomington
Tommy Dillard
Assistant Sports Editor
tdillard@therwws.org

iile photo

Sophomore Yuri Pompeu from Brazll practices during the 2005
spring season. The men's team has not been able to practice on
the outdoor courts because of the cold weather.

The Murray State men's ' tennis
team drew a blank against 60thranked Indiana on Saturday, losing to
the Hoosiers. 0-7.
With the loss, the Racers fell to 1-2
on the season in three matches
against teams from the state of Indiana. The Hoosiers improved to 5·2 on
the year.
"Our one and twl> guys played really well," Head Coach Mel Purcell
said. "They were just a little stronger
down the line. We expected that
result, but we hoped we could play
better.''
Purcell said the team's rigorous
early season schedule will help them
down the road.
''We're trying to ~et our doubles
teams set," Purcell said. "It's good we
get to travel on the road and play
these good teams. It will definitely
help us in competing for the OVC
title."
Dmytro Hryhorash came the closest to knocking off his Hoosier oppo·
nent. He was the only Racer to take
his match to three games, winning
the first game, 7-6, then falling 2·6 in
the second game and 7·6 in the third
game to Dara Mclaughlin.
Indiana senior Dmytro lshtuganov
defeated senior Fadi Zamjaoul in two
games, winning 6-2 in the first and 64 in the second.
Sophomore Nicholas Ksiezopolski

!VIarclz AI ad ness C'rops

fell to David Rubenicek in two games
also, falling 6-2 in the flrst and 6-Q in
the second.
Indiana continued its dominance
whun Michael McCarthy defeated
sophomore Hunter Gerlach, 6·1, 6-4
in the fourth match of the day.
Yuri Pompeu fell to Peter Antons
in two games, 6-4, 6-2. Indiana freshman Mak Kendall defeated senior Jeff
Lester 6·0 in the fl.rst game and 6-4 in
the second.
The Racers did not fare any better
in doubles competition, falling in all
three games. Ishtuganov and
McLoughlin of Indiana defeated
Zamjaoui and Hryhorash in the flrst
match by a score of 8-6.
Antons and Bubenicek shut out
Gerlach and !.ester , 8-0, and Kendall
and McCarthy beat Ksiezopolski and
Pompcu, 8-2.
The Racers traveled to Chat·
tanollga to take on Tennessee-Ch~t
tanooga Wednesday, but results were
not available at press time. Tennessee-Chattanooga is another
strong team that defeated the Racers
last year.
" We're just trying to get these
tough matches out of the way early
on and looking forward to conference matches in about three weeks,"
Purcell said.
After a long break, the Racers take
to the court again on March 8 in Lexingtlln in a match against Kentucky
before starting OVC play March 9
against Eastern Kentucky also in Lexington.

Vice President's
hunting incident
tarnishes image
0

The media has been saturated with stories concerning the hunting accident
involving Vice President Dick Cheney
last week. There has been much hoopla
surrounding the accident, but the basic
message from the media feeding frenzy
should be the fact guns are dangerous.
Each year, thousands of accidental
shootings take place, and many are relatively unimportant events such us the
Cheney incident. However, many result
in death. Almost all of these tragedies
could be prevented if firearm handlers
only would use common sense.
In Cheney's case, he was concentrating
on the location of the quail and forgot to
note the whereabouts of hunting companion Harry Whittington. This is a common mistake many hunters make when a
covey of birds is flushed.
The noise the - - - - - - - .
wings of startled
birds make often dis·
orient hunters, and
the excitement of the
moment sometimes
entices sportsmen
and women to fire
recklessly. Hunters
'~
~
get so excited at the
prospect of .h arvest·
ing game, they sometimes fail to use their
best judgment. For
example, the action
Warren
is so fast in the sport
King
of bird hunting that Outdoor Columnist
hunters must shoot
quickly to have a chance to down any
birds.
My cousin Steve King was involved in
an accident, which was very similar to
that of Cheney's. Steve was dove hunting
with a companion who had his gun aimed
on a dove's path, and then the dove flew
into an area in line with Steve.
In his excitement, Steve's companion
shot the bird and struck my cousin with
several pieces of buckshot, not birdshot.
Fortunately, Steve was not seriously hurt,
but his wounds were very much like
Whittington's injurjcs. The buckshot
made holes all over the upper part of his
body along with his head and neck and
many of the shot pieces could not be
removed and are still with him today.
The shot was imbedded to deep to be
retrieved without t,~ndergoing surgery.
Not harming him medically they left
them inside, some of the pieces can still
be felt underneath his skin. Steve said
that the hours following the accident was
quite painful, each accl!ssible piece of
shot was dug out one at a time.
Steve said the buckshot made an eerie
sound as it traveled toward him, but the
speed was so rapid he had no time to
duck. Hunting tragedies can take place in
a split second and unlike some sports,
there are no "do overs" with firearms.
To minimize the number of hunting
accidents, the state of Kentucky requires
all bunters who were born after 1975 to
take a hunters safety course. Trained
instructors give this course regularly
across the Commonwealth. and it's both
informative and entertaining. Those who
successfully completl! this course will
receive nn "orange card," which identifles the holder as a participant in the
hunter's safety training.
The hunter's safety course is great, but
many lives would be saved if the firearm
handlers would just practice common
sense. In other words, one should treat
every gun as if .it were loaded, and never
point a gun in the direction of other people. These seem like simple rules. put no
Jives would be lost if these rules arc followed.
If Dick Cheney bad followed these simple rules, then Harry Whittington would
not have suffered his injuries and Cheney
would not have been embarrassed. Originally, Cheney didn't want to take the
blame for Whittington's injuries, but
there's no excuse for shooting another
person even iJ you arc the Vice President.
All accidents involving a firearm needs to
be reported quickly.
It seems like this blunder and its
attempted cover up will follow Cheney
throughout his public life in the way the
Monica Lewinski ordeal stuck to Bill
Clinton.

.J~

~

Warren King is the outdoor columnist at
The Murray State News. E-mail comments

to wking@thencws.org.
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Every Friday night in March is crop night.
A perfect time to scrap, make friends, share ideas, have
dinner, and win prizes!
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Basketball tournament begins Sports Briefs...
as regular season finishes up ~~~~~w~~~~[.~~~~:~~.~~~"~~~[~~ccolades
Week and and Newcomer of the Week for
her record-setting performance last week.
Scott averaged 30 points and 9.5
rebounds per game in two contests against
Tennessee State Fch. 16 and Eastern Illi·
. nois Saturday. She set school single-game
records with 43 points, 19 baskets and 10
rebounds against Tennessee State J~cb. }(),
Scott scored 17 points and grabbed nine
rebounds against Eastern Jllinois.
She also a\'craged 4.5 blocked shots per
game and 35 steals per game against Tennessee State University. alo.ng with five
shots and five steals.

Jw;tin Sims
Contributing Writer
Since the beginning of the
semester, students have congregated in Carr Health an'd Racer
Arena on weeknights, battling in
intermural basketball for a chance
to be in the tournament and win
the overall championships.
Today, the basketball tournament continues for the residential
college, fraternity and individual
leagues. Only teams with a better
than .500 record arc allowed in
the postseason tournament.
Hart College led the way in the
men's residential college league
with a 6·0 record, and they also
took on some extra competition
with games against West Ken·
tucky Technical College. Hart
dropped both games in a home
and away series.
Franklin College was a game
behind at S-1. Regents came into
the tournament with a 4-2 record.
Richard Johnson, Franklin College's men's basketball coach, said
he is confidl•nt his team will do
well in the tournament.
"I think we'll do good,'' John·
son, a senior from Greenville said.
"We're one of the best residential
colleges. I reft.•rcc other games, so
I've seen a lot .of the teams play.
We've got a gol1d balanced team."
In women's residential college
standings, there was a tie for first
place between Springer and Richmond Colleges at 5-2. Hart, Clark
and White colleges all tied with a
4-3 record to squeak into the tournament.
Sarah Carver, Hart College
women's coach, said despite
being without one of their key
players. they're a competitive
squad.
"We're not gonna have the
exact team we've had all season
because one girl will be out of
town all week.'' Carver. a junior
from Greenville said. "We work
well as a team though and we're
very competitive."
As of Tuesday, Lambda Chi
Alpha was undefeated and leading the fraternity league. Alpha
Sigma Phi and Pi Kappa Alpha
had 3-1 records while Sigma Chi

and 9.5 rebounds per
game in her 17 games
for Murray State. She
is shooting .538 from
the field and .709 from
thl' free throw line.
She
averages
1.9
blocked shuts per
game, 1.8 <'lssh;ts and L1
steals per contest.
Scott
transferred
from Northern Illinois
University and ioincd
the Racers last year.

Joi Scott
Junior forward

OVC champ T-shirts on sale now
Murray State basketball fans wanting
to celebrate the Racers' 20th Ohio Valley
Conference championship can now buy
commemorative T-shirts in the book·
store.
The University Store received its ship·
ments Tuesday and students, faculty and
fans should hurry before they run out.
T·shirts in adult siZC$ between small
and XXL cost $10, and youth sizes arc
$8.50.
The Racers boast the most OVC cham-

pionships in the history of the league.
and it's their first since the 1999-2000
season. The last time the Racers won a
Litle outright was the 1998·99 season in
former coach 'l'cvester Anderson's lirst
year.
In the 1990s, Murray State won nine of
the 10 championships, including six
straight crowns.
Tuesday. rhe men begin thl·ir quest fnr
their 13th NCAA Tournament berth with
a home first-round game.

UK guard breaks hand in practice
Freshman Robbie Wize playing for Eta Rho Tau drives
against Murray Place junior Jon Allred for two points Tuesday night at Racer Arena. Eta Rho Tau ranks No. 1 in one of
the two independent divisions played this spring.
and Phi Kappa Tau had 2-1 marks.
In the sorority league, the women's soccer team leads the way
with a 5·0 record. followed hy
Alpha Sigma Alpha at 4-0 and
Alpha Omicron Pi at 3·2.
Alison Epperson, coordinator
of campus recreation. said she's
pleased with the involvcmer.t of
stuclents in intramural activities.
"We've had good attendance,"
Epperson said.
In the men's individual league
Monday and Wednesday, Dem
Boyz arc 4-0, and Murray Place
follows with 5·1. Saskatchewan

Roughriders, Jessie and the Rip·
pers, KE Goats, Hart B and Hoopsquad all had .500 or better
records.
On Tuesdays and Thursdays,
Eta Rho Tau led the way in anoth·
cr men's individual league with a
3·0 record. In the women's individual league, SWAT and 4U2NV
had undefeated records.
Volleyball intramurals will start
March 6. and soccer intramural'>
will begin in April.
Residential college golf also
will be played in the spring at
Miller Memorial Golf Course.

· (AP) LEXINGTON - When Ramel
flradJey enters a basketball game, he US\1•
ally either U~hts up the net from 3·point
range or clangs a series of ugly misses off
the rim. Either way. he gets noticed - particularly by his teammates.
It appears Kentucky will have to finish a
critical stretch of games in the Southeast·
ern Conference without the sophomore
guard- perhaps not its most talented player but unquestionably its most energetic.
Bradley's hand was in a splint Tuesday
after he broke it punching a basket support during practice.
"I've been struggling the last few games
and then to be frustrated in practice and
then break my ham! and now to have to sit
out more games it's kind of tough,"
Bradley said.
Head Coach Tubby Smith, who was
standing near the basket at the time of the
injury Monday, said he was surprised that
there was any bone damage but estimated
Bradley would miss about two weeks. It's
unclear whether he will be able to return
for the SEC Tournament next month.

"It's not like he's incapacitated," Smith
said. "'He can ntill run, still stay in shape
and condition. It's not h.is shooting hand,
so he'll be out there shooting. He'll do that
because that's what he loves doing."
From a number:; standpoint, the loss of
Bradley - l)r any guard, for that matter isn't fatal for the Wildcats, who have
numerous players at the position. Hut
Bradley provides something more- a legit
3-point threat when he's on and :1 spark uf
energy for his teammates even when he's
not.
The Bmoklyn. N.Y.. native is fourth on
the team with 207 points and haJ connected on 14 of 28 3-pointers in the last II rl.'g·
ul~r-se:l~nn games.
Bradley's injury means even more playing time fM Ravi Moss and Brandon
Stockton, who were inserted into the
starting lineup prior to the Georgia game
last week as a reward for their impressive
p~Cti«S.

Kentucky faces thl! SEC's three. tup programs - r.su. ·renncssee und Flol'ida
beginning S:uurd~ty.

Calloway Garden/ Essex Downs Apartments

1700 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-3003

Now accepting
applications
for Fall 2006!
Where will you be living this
Fall? Murfay Place offers
2- and 4-bedroom, fully
furnished apartments, each
with private bathrooms and
washers and dryers. Other
amenities in this luxury
student community include:
• Sparkling swimming pool
• E:xciting community ·
events
• Clubhouse with ping
pong,poolandfoosball
tables
• Tennis courts
• Fitness Center
• Cable package including
HBO and Cinemax
• All-Inclusive rent with
electricity, water, cable,
and high-speed internet
• Current rates starting at

$299!
www.MurrayPiace.com

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray.KY 42071
753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
I
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m. - noon
1 p.m. - 5 p.m.
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This Week

Live music jaZzes up
Smoothies at Rolla's

•Friday
Marvin D. Mills Day
8:30 a.m., Dr. Marvin
D. Mills Day, Curris
Center Ballroom

•Saturday
Basketball
5:15 p.m., women vs.
University of Tennessee-Martin
7:30 p.m., men vs.
University of Tennessee-Martin

Elizabeth Cawein
Assistant Lifestyles Editor
ecawcin@thenews.org

Baseball
Noon, Murray State
vs. Bowling Green,
Reagan Field

•Sunday
Baseball
Noon, Murray State
vs. Bowling Green,
Reagan Field

•Monday
Meeting
5 p.m., Residential
College Association,
open to the public,
Curris Center Barkley
Room

•Tuesday
Meeting
4:30 p.m., Campus
Activities Board, open
to the public, Curris
Center
Tennessee
Room

•Wednesday
Career Expo
10 a.m .• Curris Center
contact
ballroom,
Marlo Rhodes at 7623803 for more information

•Thursday

Rolla and Brian Stepter understand intimately the value of a much-needed change
of scenery.
The Steptcrs were in search of a slower
pace and a fresh beginning when they
uprooted themselves· from Los Angeles
and moved to Murray in October. For the
newlywed couple, the move wasn't about
smog, hellish interstate traffic or the everpresent threat of an earthquake.
In 2001, Brian came face to face with
another of Los Angeles's claim to. fame violent crime. He was caught in the crossfire of a robbery/shooting spree perpetrated by a group of teenagers.
"They came into my place of business, I
was a barber at the time," Brian said. "I
was shot 10 times. I had a total reconstruction of my larynx, airway and vocal
chords. The doctors told me I would never
talk again, that I would be trach dependent
for the rest of my life, and after 20 months,
I was able to speak again. The Lord really
blessed me."
Doctors also told Brian be would never
regain movement in his left side, but he
proved them wrong a second time. After
the recovery, Brian nnd Rolla knew it was
time to get out of California.
"We wanted to start in a place where it's
quiet and people were nice," Rolla said.
She said a relative who lives in Murray
sold them on the move - the practically
nonexistent crime and murder rate cer·
tainly didn't hurt anything.
Though the couple relished the change
of pace, it wasn't long before they were
moving and shaking again.
They call it Rolla's Place, and it's the

.llc»lla's 8ace

SoldSide SlloppiDa Ceater
(aci'OIIIfrom SlrJula Stoebde)

7:30 a.m.-10 ,_.

...,.._,.-saturday

Uve Jazz 7.AJ

p.-........,.

Stepters' chance to bring a little Los Angeles flavor to Murray. Located in the Southside Shopping Center, the cafe offers sandwiches, salads and soups. as well as wholefruit smoothies.
"J had a cafe in California about eight
years ago, a partnership where we did veggie sandwiches and other healthy food and
some not so healthy food," Rolla said. "We
wanted to bring something a little different to Murray ... We were told on this side
of town it's kind of dead. you know kind of
quiet. We were looking to liven it up a bit.''
Such an undertaking requires more than
just sandwiches, though, and a chance
encounter shortly after the restaurant's
opening Feb. 1 brought music into the picture. Not just any music -jazz.
"My husband happened to run into Ben
(Rice) at the University, he's the lead guy
in the band," Rolla said. "They were interested and happy to have a place to play."
Brian was working for Murray State at
the time and happened upon someone
playing xylophone in the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center. He later told Rice about the
musician he'd heard and said he wished he
could get in touch with him. Turned out,
Rice and the xylophonist were the same.
For Rice, senior from Owensboro, the
meeting was highly serendipitous.
"(Brian) asked me if I had a group, and
asked me to come check out this place
they were opening. if we were interested
in playing," Rice said. "It was really one of

rliz.1beth C.l\vt'iniTIJI:' NPws

Rolla's Place regularly features (right) Ben Rice, senior from Owens·
boro, on guitar and (far left) D.J. Culp, senior from Harrodsburg, on
bass. (center) Drummer Sam Trevathan, freshman from Ripley, Tenn.,
filled in Tuesday. The trio performs every Tuesday from 7 to 9 p.m.
those right place :;tt the right time kind of
moments."
Rice plays guitar. D.J. Culp, bass player
and senior from Harrodsburg. and Collin
Weber. drummer and freshman from Ripley, Tenn., complete the trio.
"It's not so much a band as like a jazz
comho,'' Rice said. "We play mostly standards and ~tuff from the 1950s, '60s era,
Miles Davis, John Coltrane, some earlier
stuff like Charlie Parker and Dizzy Gillespie."
The trio takes the sta~c every Tuesday
from 7-9 p.m. Rice said attendance thus far
has been beyond his expectations.
"It's been quite a varied group,'' he said.
"I wouldn't expect a whole lot of people
from Murray to come out to an organic
cafe like this. but the first night we played
there were maybe 30 people there."
Opportunity truly knocked with the
Stepters' invit;ttion, he said.
"I just like to play, and I like playing with
good musicians,'' he said. "I've got a great
bass player anu a great drummer, and it's

just fun. Being able to play once a wec.k out
is great. It exposes this community to
authentic jazz music, not jam band music
... that gets passed off as jazz music."
Rolla Stepter said she wants to sec the
weekly jam sessions continue to attract a
diverse audience.
"I want to bring in a lot of college students, but also a middle aged group,'' she
said. "It's a place where they can come and
have a little bit of food and he able to kick
back in a relaxing atmosphere. It's just a
place to come and kick it.''
Plans include expansion into the empty
space next door. If early attendance to "the
Smoothie Jazz night" is any indication, the
extra space likely will be needed soon.
In the future, the Stcpters hope to welcome poets. singers, musicians, comedians
and karaoke-lovers for various events.
"We've been getting a pretty big
response from the people in the public
that have come to the cafe.'' Brian said.
"The like the vibe of it, they seem real
excited about having something to do."

Concert
8 p.m., percussion
ensemble, free admission, Performing Arts
Hall

•March3
After Dark

8 p.m., Curris Center

• March4
Baseball
Noon, Murray State
vs. Arkansas-Little
Rock, Reagan Field

The
Mur~ay

State News

is now accepting applications for

FREE FOODII
FREE MUSICH
GREAT RADIOII

(Okay so maybe we don't have free food, but we've got great music)

· Editor in Chief
Apply now for the
2006 - 07 academic year.

The World Cafe, with host David Dye,
serves up an eclectic mix of blues, rock, world,
folk, and alternative country with live performances and interviews with celebrated and
emerging artists.

Applications are available in
111 Wilson Hall
and are due March 3
Interviews will be
6 p.m. March 14.

Sounds Acoustic
Sundays at Midnight
MSU's Katie Villanueva &
Murray High's Austin Carter
present a musical collage of
"unplugged" performances by
diverse artists including
Ray Charles, John Lennon,
Pink Floyd, & Bob Dylan.

The Indie Connection
Sundays at 1 am after
Beyond the Edge
MSU's John Gibson
showcases both bands far
& wide, along with "local
bands" from the Four
Rivers Region.

ID ~rs; ~~~ ~iU

THE

Beyond the Edge
Saturday Nights from 11 pm to 1 am
.F rom Folk and pop to alt-county and indie rock,
BTE covers a full range of the finest alternative

music.

f
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Album lands Jamie Foxx in actor/singer hall of shame

.

Review

Assistant Lifestyles Editor Elizabeth
Cawein writes the music reviews.
Though I sincerely doubt Jamie
Foxx's travels in life will ever lead
him to Murray where he might chance
upon a copy of The Murray State
News. it is necessary that I use this
space to send the Oscar-winning actor
an urgent message.
For the love of God, Jamie - you
never should have quit your day job.
Apparently when you become
famous, it is no longer kosher for any·
one to slap you in the face every now
and then with the brutal facts of life.
Your butt looks big in that dress. Your
eyeliner makes you look like a Hollywood Boulevard hooker. Your breath
reeks of onions. You need new
deodorant.
Or, in poor Jamie's case - your
album is so unbelievably wretched it
could be used to extract information
from prisoners of war.
By the time I ejected the CD from
the player, I couldn't imagine a classified government secret important
enough to keep me from pressing the
stop button.
Foxx's dreams of music stardom

courtesy of l Rccorcb

certainly weren't completely unfounded. After a quick listen to any song on
the album, few could argue against his
raw vocal talent. But I suggest no more
than a quick listen. because the longer
any one track plays, the more of its
seventh-grade-slow-dance lyrics you
are forced to endure.
You can expect gems like this little
treat from the album's title track:
''Baby I plus 1 ain't 2 when you wit
me/C ain't after A and B w hen you wit
me."
How about this one from the track
"Warm Bed": "Damn it's hot/Floor is

locked/Can't believe all that ass that
you got." The song also offers up this
refrain: "Baby if we leave dubbin'/
Won't be nothin' but lovin'/Cause I
got a warm bed (warm bed)."
T o round out the sample platter,
take a taste of this one, from "Storm
(Forecass)": "It's been sunny outside
all day baby/I can't wait for it to
storm!Wanna feel your raindrops
fallin' down all the way/That thunder
from down under surrounding
me/Coming down hard pounding me."
rd be remiss if I didn't also mention
'"Cause of the lightning in your bed-

spring showers" and "It's cloudy skies.
right there between your thighs."
Doesn't get much better than line
after line of cliched, hackneyed,
weather-related sexual innuendo and a
blatantly misspelled title: Forecass.
Yes, Forecass.
Herein lies the album's critical point
of departure into actor-turned-singer
hell. A great many people can sing. A
great many producers can Jay down
strong, clean beats. But if the words
you're singing sound as intelligent as
"roses are red, violets are blue," well Houston, we have a problem.
To add insult to inju ry, before the
horrendous lyricism even begins the
listener is serenaded with a breathy,
baritone voice-over. They usually feature a lot of "baby please" or "let me
lay you down" or. my personal
favorite, "baby, I know things have
been bad between us."
Thls less-than-arousing featu re
became a staple of mid·90s rhythm
and blues with proprietors like Boyz II
Men and All4 One. Makes you want to
grab your partner and dance nervously three feet away from them, doesn't
it? Romantic, hub? T ruth be told, it just
makes me want to vomit. Talk about a
·waste of 30 seconds of perfectly good
recording time.

Sadly, "Unpredictable" boasts a
who's who of the best in rhythm and
blues/rap producers and artists, from
Ludacris and Snoop Dogg to Kanye
West and Common. Too bad for Foxx,
even these notable names and talents
can't begin to save his sinking ship. It
started going down on the frrst track,
and three minutes later, I was ready to
get it over with and just jump.
I wish I could give you even a short
list of must-listen tracks, but the only
thing I'd say you must do is refrain
from buying this album. Don't buy it,
don't burn it, don't borrow it - just
don't. T he CD cover sports an explicit
lyrical content warning label, but what
it needs is a Surgeon General's warning: "May cause homicidal tendencies,
stress-related disorders, hypertension,
psychotic episodes and urges to harm
yourself or others - namely Jamie
Foxx."

ZERO NOTES
No note: only if you're desperate.
One note: worth a listen, but don't
bother paying for it.

Two notes: a decent record, try before
you buy.

Three notes: worth the money.
Four not('s: a future classic.

Women's Center reminds campus community to 'Love Your Body'
Casey Northcutt
Staff Writer
cnorthcuct@thencws.org

Toting Mardi Gras beads and puppies, the Women's Center has amessage for those who avoid mirrors and
scales: from size zero to size 100,
they're all beautiful.
During Eating Disorders Awareness
Week (Feb. 26-March 3), the center
will spread this idea throughout campus through daily events designed to
promote health and well-being.
"A lot of it necessarily isn't focused
on eating disorders, per se," said coordinator Amanda Stone, senior from
Henderson. "It's more focused on ...
healthy body image, healthy feelings
about yourself, healthy well-being,
self-appreciation.
"Almost all the events we have are
directed at showing how people can
feel comfortable in their own skin."
Stone said this year's theme is "Be
comfortabl~ in your g_en~:he center plans to concentrate on showing
students how to feel beautiful in their

jeans and how to feel beautiful in the
bodies nature gave them.
Eating disorder experts and family
members of disorder survivors will
meet in Faculty Hall Monday for a
panel discussion called "Reality Show:
Survivors Help Others be a Winner."
They will share painful experiences
and discuss how students can
approach friends who struggle with
anorexia and bulimia.
"Basically. it's about the realities
and effects of an eating disorder,"
Stone said.
That night, the Women's Center
will host its version of the hit TV show
"What Not to Wear" in the Curris
Center Theater. Volunteers will strut
down the runway modeling well-f1t
Dawahares and JCPenny clothing tailored for their body types. Megan Gibson, senior .from O'Fallon. ill.. organized the fashion show.
"It's an event to showcase w hat different clothing styles look good and
accentuate the right_j)arts of different
body types," Gibson said. "We can say
'Your body is perfect the way it is.'"

"Canines at Carr" returns for its second year Tuesday. Amanda Stone said
the program places energetic dogs on
the lawn of the Carr Health for
passersby to pet and play with on their
way to class. The event poses a question - if some people love their dogs or
their cats or their fish unconditionally,
why shouldn't that love translate to
themselves?
Tuesday night, the week continues
with poetry and storytelling in Thoroughbrcwed Cafe. "'fhru the looking
Glass" invites students to sip chai tea
or white mocha lattes while listening
to poetry that those eating disorders
have affected wrote.
Wednesday adds a foreign touch to
the week with the "Global Taste Test"
in the Curris Center Rocking Chair
Lounge. Andria Smither, senior from
Nicholasville, organized the event. lt
showcases healthy ethnic foods that
international and modern language
students cooked. Hungry students can
donate a dollar to the organization and
sample their dishes of choice.
"During Eating Disorders Aware-

ness Week, we really promote healthy
eating and healthy awareness of your
body," Smither said. "So this takes that
and puts a cultural spin on it. It's not
just focusing on the eating disorders.
It's focusing on how to be healthy. as
well."
Smither plans to compile the recipes
she collects this year and the ones
from past "Global Taste T ests" into an
international cookbook. T h e center
will sell it and donate the proceeds to
aid internat ional students in some
way.
The "Love Your Body Fair" takes
over the second floor of the Curris
Center Thursday, with workers drap·
ing Mardi Gras beads around the
necks of those who flash smiles. Campus organizations and community
businesses will sponsor booths offering massages, osteoporosis screenings,
fortune telling and other services
related to healthy living.
Ending the week, "T he Great Jeans
Exchange" will take place in Curris
Center Mississippi Room Friday. Amy
Spinner, junior from Decatur, Ill.,

organized the exchange, placing bins
all over campus to collect the old, castoff jeans hidden in the back of student
closets. She also waged a jeans war
between residential colleges to
encourage more donations.
Spinner said anyune who donates
their old, ill-fitting jeans will receive a
voucher in return. Friday, they can
take their voucher to dressing rooms
set up in the Mississippi Room to try
o ut a new pair of pants from the
donated pile. Those who don't have
vouchers can pay a dollar to shop.
"The Great Jeans Exchungc"
encourages students to have enough
confidence in themselves and their
bodies to let go of their old jeans and
to qu it worrying about fitting into
them again. Amanda Stone said this
event, and the entire week, focuses on
encouraging people to forget how
tbey did look or how they think they
should look so they can be satisfied
with who they are.
Said Ston~; "Basically that's what
we're trying to promote - just to be
comfortable in your genes."

- - - - - -This Week in-Entertainment- - - - - • Albums

• Box Office

L Curious George
Jack Johnson
2. The Breakthrough
Mary J. Blige
3. The Greatest Songs of the
Fifties
Barry Manilow
4.Amore
Andrea Bocelli
5. On Top of Our Game
Dem Franchize Boyz

1. Eight Below

2. Date Movie
3. The Pink Panther
4. Curious George

s. Firewall

Source: Billboard.com

• Songs

• DVD

• Books

• Web site

1. Saw U (Wldescreen)

1.CeU
Stephen King
2. The Da Vinci Code
Dan Brown
3. Memory in Death
J.D. Robb
4. Sea Change
Robert B. Parker
5. The Last Templar
Raymond Khoury

Billlardsdigest.com

1. Check On It
Beyoncc featuring Slim Thug
2.Sawii(F~een)
2. You're Beautiful
James Blunt
3. Waiting
3. Grillz
4. Grey's Anatomy: Season 1
Nelly featuring Paul Wall, Ali
and Gipp
5. Bambi II
4. Be Without You
Mary J. Blige
S.l'm N Luv (Wit a Stripper)
T-Pain fe.aturing Mike Jones

Source: Cheri Theatres

Source: Bestbuy.com

Source: Blllboard.com

Source: nytimcs.com

Bill iards Digest is a monthly
magazine covering the world
of billiards. The magazine's
Web site, Billiardsdigest.com,
offers access to stories in the
current issue as well as TV
guides for finding televised billiards matches. Billiards fans
and players can also participate
in an online discussion fon1m.

Page Sb features a story
about billiards on campus.

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR

SALE

You won't b4!1ieve your eyes! The
largest consignmt-nt dothin2 store in
the mid-south. Save up to 90o/o on ret.ro
to current fashions for men, women
and children. HOU5ewares, boob, elKIronies ~ more. THE ANSWER, 3:.l1
Main St., Benton, KY. Open Mon - Sat,
10 a..m. - 5 p.m. 270-527-1078
ETC Custom l.og Homes. Best log
d~gn on the m.u ket. We offer klb,
comPlete homes, c~ntom millworlling.
and lowest price. Call before you buy!
Mi~ Embry 270-860-04!.!..:.__
Wolf! TJnning Bl'd>. Buy dirett .1nd
save! Full bodY units irom $22 a month!
Free Color Ca!<llog. Call Today! 1-800842-1 3_05 ww~_v.np.etstan.c~

Keeney Angus Bull & Helfer Sale. Sat.,
Mar1·h 4, 2006. St•lling 50 Angus &
Ch,uolais bulls & 30 heifers. Nanty, KY,

for catalog.. call 60b-6J6-6500.
Commercial Property AUCtion. Saturday, S<>ptembl>r 24, 1Oam. Virginia
alvd., Ashland, KY. Paul Cofey Industrial Park. Prime I<X"•ltion, Gl'l'at invr.st-

mcnt. Detail

o~nd

pictun.'S: www .•tdkin-

sauction.com, 304·733-4265

Sawmills- $2,795- lumtl!'!M-'Il'-2000 &
Lumbcrl.ite-24- Norwood Industries
11lso m.1nufactur~ uttfity ATV att.tc:h·
ment~. log skidders, portable bo.ard
edger~
and forestry equipment.

w\\w.norwoodinduwies.com
Frc<!
Information: 1-800·573-1363 ext.300N

Own your own Sears Store! St•<~r~
Authonzed Deiller Store for sdle in

Bardstown, KY. hcellent ICJcation'
Excellent Opportunity! Call 502-827
4558
Pul1lic Auction~ in KY! Sales hrgin
$(•pt. 29th. Selling rt·~ldl•ntlal honws in
C.1mpelf~burg, Frunkfort, Louisville,

New Albanv, Stephensport. Philpot.
Reynolds Station, Slurgts, Princeton,
5.lmt Charles and Glasgow. ()p<>ning
bid~ $1 ,000+

call 1·800·801-8003 or
www.wil!iam-;auttion.com. KY l>t•an

C. Willi.lm<; broker R£#46-147, Monte
W. lowdt.>rman AUCINP02644

HELP WANTED
Cashiers needl"d part time. Apply in ~r
son a.t Big Apple Cafe
High School Grads leam technial

slills, mdny field~. Polid training. no
ex~ricnw. Ages 17-34. Mu~t relocatl'.
Call M·F 800-284-6289

Advertising sales reps and sales managers for ri'Staurant placed display ad~.
Up to 'iO% commission. C1r/ cell
allowann•. Telt•markcting leads. B2R
exprricnce. Some tr.IVcl: 1-800-576·
5093

Sell The HOmST product in lnsuraflCc
History! $0 Prtmium Mcdic:;ue Advantage wiPJrt D lndudcd Complete Line
of life, hrallh & mn11g.1gc prott'CIIun
produc:ts. fARN S1,2!iCJ..$2,000 wtddy.
'leads pr011ided "NQ prospecting or
cold calling •work 3,4,5 days •Very

high closing 'Liietime renewals. liic &
Health l.i(<'f1>e reqwr. -d. C.1ll J -866·
224-84SO ext. 1203.
Ded H.111ds- No experience; we train
on <;hlp. Top pay, bcncfib. H~ grads 1734. MUSt l'l'locate. Call M-F 800-284·
6289

Driwrs- Check out thc changes! 1\:u
ClCpt>rlr·nrcl No prohlt>ml CDL Training
available. I()()'9., tuitiOn rcimbur:;emcnt.
Top Trainee pay! 1-800-231·5209
www.SwiftTruc~ingJobs.com _
Drivers: An• you gl'1ting the pay you
de'\l•rvel Roehl Driv•'" are! Top 10 p.1y!
Practical Mileage pa~· 1127106! Signo{)n
bonus. Student5 welcome. Clas~ A
Required. EOE Call 7 da~ u W<'ek. 877774·5313 o,w.w,\.oRochl.com
Cl'l Memphis Orientation. Average
2004 Solo earnings S49,950! Think
AMu.tl Earnings! $0.05 NE Bonus P.ly!
XM Service. Class-A COl required. 1BOO·Cfi-DRIVE
11· 800·234·37481
www.ctidrive.com

Drivers- Overntte Transportation, A UPS

Company, needs 53' r/T Drivers~ New
pay p.1ckage! COL-A wlhn.mat
required. L<IW C05t benrfits. Call Donna
-'I 877-7llb-li773
Sl.lD-$1.14 .werage pt..,. mile! Home
wrekendsl No forced dtspatch! Owner
operat~ needed. Call Max@ T&T 1800-51 1-()082
Accepting Tr.1inees lor W<'rnPr. Swilt,
CR England, others! 1b day CDLl No

money down, ~tudent linanclngl Tuition
retmbursemt•nt avail. Job placement
asst. Mon-Sun 1-80().883.()171 x6
Class A&B Drivers: 1ouisvillt•, KY &
Georgetown 1\Y .1rea. loc-.11and Region·
a!. lmm(l(]i,Jte openings. (2 year recent
t>xp
required)
866-270-2665
www.abclrivers.com
Announdn~ $.50imile f01 all OTR miles
l'vcrywh!·m. We're raistng po1y •n 200u!
On(' year ov('r-the-road f'~perien~:ed
requirt>d. I leartland fxprt'Ss 1-800-441495 3_:\'\vw.heanl~ndexpress.C?"" _

Clas.'-A DriH)I'S needed. I ouisvil!e, Ky
area. •t.oc<tl ddiverics •Y,1rd JockPy
•Rcgion.ll runs "Teo~m Runs. Excellent
pay, BIC BIS lnsurancf'. (2 yr recent exp
requtred). www.abdriH•rs.c.om 866270-2665
!!Driver Trainee; Needt!d!l $975 w<·ekly +Bt>ncftts. COL &·Gu.u.tnteed job in
16 d.Jys. Mou~l. meal\ & transpol1ation
pr011ided. Home y,eeJ.;cnck, ~o layoffs,
No ll10I'll'Y ~,. 1-80(}.973-2188
Drivers Why Waitl 01ll Today. Start
earning over $50,000, ~t.lrting pay 3744 CPM. Gu,lranteed • lome weekend\,
assignt'tl ti1.Kks, full benefits, experience
r~ircd:_!I00-441-41 71 cxt. I<Y-100
C1m-A

l>riv~s

Needed! Regional

Lanes, Qu.Jittv HomelirTl<', TOP PAY'
Call !iund.1y or anytime, Ptlonty 1 ran5·
ponation. 866-flll2·0768 fOE.
Company & 0/0 needed 1OO"k notouch freight . Helme every weekend. No
slip scatmg, rider program, pet policy,
~igno{)n lxmus and re<:ruittng bonus fur

all drivers. Call Toda~, Start tomorrow!
1-800-:124·5358 x248, 606-271-0801
Delta Trucking School: Acn•pting
Tr.1inees f()j Wt•mer. Swift, CR Fngland,
ot.hr.rs! 1b cl,w C1)1.! $0 down, student
linanclngl Tuition l'l'imbursement avail.
Job placement asst. Mon-Sun 1-80(}.
883.0171x6

----------

,\1{>ch,mic:: 'Tr.1n~pon Srx><iali~ts n~'f'ds a
qualified tril!lt'r mechanic. l5t shift.

Competitive wages. Bl:'nr.iits include
medicaV defltal, vacation, 401 k. Lexington area C"dll 859·163-3312. ~k fOr

Dan 01' Tony or fox resume to 859-2631357

Dm•ersf CDL·A 01ark Motor lines,
Con1pany Driver~ & Own.-r Operator..:
I lome weekend, great pay & henefits,
OTR pay marosc, starting at 3&:pml
800-264-2033
Drivers Ft1lrx Ground Permanrnt/ Sea<oonal Teams net'<led, .'14-S I. 10 mile
''Onsitc Discount fuel S1.25 Gallon"
COL-A + 1 yr. TT Fxperience required.
Turner.Tottt•nCfede11.rom 1·866-8326339

Drivers· Semi- Owner Op<'f',llors! Earn
up to $ T.41 per mile. Frre h.1se plat~.
Permits, Quai.Com. No touch freight!
Dri\ICI'>, check us out. I-81XJ.879-2486
x286
Drivf'rs PAY INCREAS[. up to 44 cpm,
loJded and empty, guar.Jntt't'd homettme, S3,000 Bonus. 2400> average
weekly mtles, 2004 trucb assigned,
C.\perience J'C(1uired. 8QO.o441-4271 ext!TIJS
Onvers: We t.lkc care or vou from day
one- paid nricn!Altion incl hotel & meals.
Starting l_).lY base-d<>!' c~. cam u~ to 43
cpm. Om e your a$Signed rrelghtliner to
the lwuw. home everv 14 day~. Full
h•metlts pkg. ~tc.tdy mill-s. l'W 3 mos
Clm·A J'C(J. 1·877-452-5627

-- - - - - - -

Need a jobl CR England is h•rlng in your
area. Company sponsored 16 day COL
Training available. No experience needed. Call Today 1-800-398-9906

Driver- Knight Transportation- We h<!ve
open lanes running North, South, fast &
Wet. Call us & I~ us know what lane
ltls you!! 8811·346·4639. www.knighttrans.com- Cl,lS>-A CDU 6 months
OTR.
1\etrled... One ton trucks t<l move travel trailer; and fifth wheels. ray 1$ per
mile w•th fuel ~urcharge and toll! ~rmit
rt•imbursemcnt~. Chetk us oul !lt quali-

tydrivt:>away.com,

1 ·866-7~ -1bO 1

Star Tran5p00 net.'tls inexpcncnced drivers. Home mOst weekends, Pctelbllt
trut-ks, shared tuition. Good ~t.uting
IMY_!2 -800-4_!1-4~
Airline Mech.lntc- RJpid rraintng for
high paying cart.oer. FM prt>dlcts severe
~onage. FM appr011ro. Job placement
assistance. AIM 1-883-349·5187

EDUCATIONAL
E..lm Degrre ooline from homc. "Medit<~l, 'Business, 'Paralegal, 'Computers.
Job Placcnwnt a!>SistancP. ComputP.r
and tlnancial ,td if qualify. 866-8532121 . www.onlint~tidt>watel1t'<: h.com

HEALTH
ramily Healthrare wtprescription plan!
S69.q5/ Mo. N.otionwide cowragl', no
limltiltions. lnr lutles: Ooctorst Dcntul.
Vision, Hosp. & more. vt·ryone
Accepted! C<lll WCG 8()()..288-9214
t.'Xt.1.332
New Powt·r wheefcha1rs, scooters.

Absolutely NO wst to YOUl Call Toll
Frctl1-866·.~4ll-4046

$$CA.SHSS lmmcdiJte cash fiJf structured selllements, annuities, law suit,
mortgage notes & cash iluws. JG Wentwonfi :1. 1-800·7!!4·731 0
HUNT UK, Red St.1g. Whitct,,il. Butfalo, Wild Boar. Our season: NowJIJIK>b. Guaranteed license, $5.00· tro-

phy in two days. No-G.lme/ No-pay
policy. Day~ (314)..!09-98<l0; evenings
l l 14)291-0b 10.

Divorce $195, lnmrpora11on Sl<J5.
Your alternative to expensive legal
feesl ncdpro~ervtceCPaol com or 1800-303-I 170
Ftnd Aifordahlc renwl housing on
Free seo1r<hlng. free
by the fo:entudy
Housmg Corpocatton. Eqwl Housing
Opportunity.

www. KyRent~.org!
!istin~s! Provided

Basi<. Ml'dic<~l lr1~ur.1r1te w/RX c·,ml.
Calf loday! 800-7lJ4-4l08. rnr only
$7/uolr use .my doctor, dental, vt,•on,
prescrtption, life Insurance and morP.
800-794-4206.
Experienn~d

phlebotomists, p.traMIJ's, RN 's, LPN' s, MA's
ne<'tlcd for mobile insurance ex<~ min,,.
tion~. fo:Y and Southern IN. Detail oriented, independent contractor work.
Fax/email resume: 502-339-1J83,
mt·dit~,

nppskyoi~ighthb.com

Field Representatives: Advi!nu'll flt•ld
S<'rvJLCS sreb Fidd Rt>presen:.ttivi.'S in
Kmtucky to comp!Ne various residential Insurance and real estate property
survoys, To ilppl)': www.aiswcli.com

RATES

MISC.
Ath·nlion Homi'OWner~: Di5plo~y homes

w.1ntcd for vinyl ~iding. windllw~. roofs.
fasy credit tprms. No p<~ymcnts until
2006. Starting at $99 month. Call 1800-151-0843

THENI

WS . OI~G

PER WORD!
111 Wilson Hall • 762-4491
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Sorority plays games to help children during holidays
JanetRobb
Lifestyles Editor
jrobb@thenews.org

By teeter-tottering and playing
dodgeball, Alpha Sigma Alpha helps
children have a better life and more
enjoyable Christmases.
Originally established Nov. 15, 1901,
as an education-major-based sorority
at Longwood College in Farmville,
Va., Meghan King. ASA president,
s:tid the organization bas grown to
accept women of many different
majors.
Since 1946, ASA has had a presence
at Murray State and uses its love for ·
children to help raise money through
its Dodgeball Tournament and Teeter
photu ~:ourtcsy
Sigma Alph.1
for Tots. These two events raise (left) Alpha Sigma Alpha members Krystina Eubanks, sophomore
money for Toys for Tots and two from Eldorado, D1., Adrlanne Iberg, freshman from CoUiervUe,
national philanthropies, the S. June Tenn., and Megan Chaney, junior from Murray, jump into the
Smith Center, a children's hospital,
river during the Polar Bear Plunge in Paducah to raise money for
and the Special Olympics.
the
Special Olympics. ASA raised $500 for the event.
To help raise more than $500 for
involves
fraternities, sororities and
"We work through Murray Head·
the Special Olympics, King, junior
from Murray, said 10 members partic- independent teams."
start. and they give us a list of families
She said residential colleges and that may not be able to provide the
ipated in the Polar Bear Plunge in
Paducah a few weeks ago. Another other organizations also participate in kind of Christmas {or their children
popular fund raiser for ASA is its the tournament to raise money for that they want," said Emily Just, ASA
Toys for Tots. In December. ASA vice president of programming and
Dodgeball Tournament.
"We started the dodgeball tourna- bought presents for abnut 40 kids and ritual.
Just, senior from l.ouisville. said she
ment three years ago, and it's really then cooked a dinner for them and
had fun shopping for the toys and the
gotten big on campus," King said. "It their families.

reward of watl·hing the kids open the
presents was amazing.
"1 remember this kid had a guitar on
his Christmas list and we got him this
little guitar," she s;tid. "He opened it
and the look in his eyes, he looked at
his mom and he was like 'ahh.' He
started playing it, and he couldn't play
at all because he never had ll~ssons
but he was just so excited to get it.
"To see that look on their faces and
to know that something that you did
had a part in making that happen is a
really neat experience."
Just said the somrity holds Teeter
for Tots in the spring. For 24 hours,
the sisters rock back and forth to raise
money for their philanthropy. They
also sell barbecue and get the campus
involved.
By being involved with the sorority,
Just said she has benefited greatly and
has established great friendships.

"Each sorority has its own personality and each is guod for the people
that are in it.'' she said. "When I went
and met the girls. they were genuine.
I didn't join until I was a junior, so I
had been on campus for quite a while
and seeing the girls, how they acted
on campus to other people and each
other. It was just a very genuine
friendship."
for Meghan King, ASA provides
opportunities she never would have
had before, like trips and life-long
friends and sisters.
"A lot of girls that first come in and
after their first year, they go home
and their families are just like 'Wow.
You're totally different, you're so confident now,"' King said. "They are
friends and sisters you'll always
have."
She said the biggest part of the
sorority is that each sister is different
and involved in many campus activi·
ties from Student Government Association nnd Astrology club to honors
like Homecoming queen.
"Each girl is very different but we
all can come together as Alpha Sigs,"
King said. "A lot of people do a lot of
different things. That's what I really
pride ourselves on is that we're all
pretty unique but at the same time
we're the same."

Kappa Alpha Psi strives for achievement, hopes to continue tradition
JanetRobb
Lifestyles Editor
jrobb@thenews.org

Resurrection - that's what
the three active members of
Kappa Alpha Psi call what
they're doing.
"(We're) kind of resurrecting the fraternity - taking it to
greater heights." said Ben
Rush, Kappa ~ice polemarch
(president).
Rush, sophomore from
Starkville. Miss., said even with
a small fraternity, they are very
busy and have high hope!\ to
rebuild the organization.
"With graduation and a lot of
other factors leading to it,
that's why we only have three
members," he said. "But ...
that's why we call us three resurrection."
The fraternity, established
Jan. 5, 1911, at Indiana Universi·
ty, was founded because there
were not any exclusive black

(from right) Kappa Alpha Psi member Geco Ross,
junior from Paducah, watches Q.uinton Hankins,
sophomore from Batesville, Miss., and Ben Rush,
sophomore from Starkville, Miss., during the 2005
St~p Show held during Homecoming weekend.
organizations, Geco Ross,
Kappa polemarch, said.
"The majority of the AfricanAmerican Greek organizations
came about because there
weren't really any organizations that were exclusively for

African-Americans during the
time of 1911," Ross, junior from
Paducah, said. ''That's pre·
Civil Rights, so a lot of the
ideal and foundations of our
organizations come from just
thal"

Ross said founders probably
didn't realize the organization
would grow into a national fraternity with its own government, stability and international headquarters.
·
"It has a rich history," Ross
said. "A major part of it is just,
to say the least, our motto
'Achievement in every field in
human
endeavor.'
The
founders set it out, and that's ·
what we're here to keep
going."
That's what the three Kappas are doing. On Aprill5. 1972,
22 men established the Murray
State chapter and with an act·
ing alumni association of 86
members, Ross said they have
good alumni support.
"It gets difficult at times, but
we do have our main goals and
that's achievement," Ross said.
"We have the highest GPA of
the (National Pan-Hellenic
Council) fraternities and that
says a lot about trying to move

into the right direction."
The Kappas involve themselves with many projects
throughout the year, including
a joint service week with the
sorority Delta Sigma Theta.
During the event they held
different prugrams centered
around the theme .. Heart to
Heart." Ross said the two organizations made and delivered
Christmas cards to residents in
area nursing homes.
"They were excited (that)
someone was thinking about
them during Christmas time,"
he said. "They really liked it."
During the Kappa Ball. the
men chose four women to rep·
resent them on the Kappa
Court.
"They don't have to jump
through any hoops, there is no
pageant," Ross said. "We just
want to appreciate those persons who live what we arc
about and that's achievement.''
The members chose the

women based on aiteria that
include grades. involvement on
campus and how they conduct
themselves.
"That's one of our major
things because sometimes people go unnoticed," Ross said.
"We want to defmitely pick out
those ladies who are modeling
stellar achievements."
Ben Rush said because being
a member of Kappa Alpha Psi
runs in his family. joining was a
perfect fit.
"Everything you do, you
make the best of it," Rush said.
"You give 110 percent, and that
was instilled in me at a young
age. There was no other way,
no other chokes.
"For me personally, it was
probably the best decision I've
ever made in my life. I've had
the chance to bond with a lot of
guys, just a lot of leaders (and)
that's a skill I've strengthened
since joining the fraternity. It's
about achievement.''

2006
OVC TOURNAMENT
FIRST ROUND
TUESDAY ~ FEB~ 28
RACER& vs~ TBD
7100 p~m~
RSEC
Come out and support the Racers as they look
to advance to the semi-final!

STUDENT TICKEr PI£KUP
I

Students must pickup a FREE student ticket at
Gate C starting at 6:00 p.m. the day of the
~
game to attend.
•Fir•t Round student tickets paid lor by the
Presidents Office, Office of Student
Affairs, Student Government
Association, U11lverslty ·
Book•fol'e, Curris Center,
and the Department of
Athletics.

Wednesday, March 1 • 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. • Curris Center, second and third floors

-
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Recruiters
AFLAC
Adecco Employment Services
Adtran, Inc.
Ameriprise Financial
BB&T
Becker CPA Review
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Broadcasting(WKYG , Double Q, Electric 96.9,
WLLE)
CBK
Caterpillar Financial Services Corporation
Center for Accessible Living
Cintas
Commonwealth Health Corporation
Computer Services, Inc. ( CSI)
Decatur Police Department
Dept. of Criminal Justice Training
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Evansville Police Department
Fastenal
Fifth Third Bank
First Omni Mortgage tending
First Residential Mortgage Network, Inc.
Four Rivers Behavioral Health
Gateway Health System
Hardin Memorial Hospital
Hawkins Research
Heritage Bank
Horizons Youth Services - Muhlenberg Job Corps
Jewish Hospital and St. Mary's HealthCare
Kenlake Foods
Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife
Kentucky State Penitentiary
The Kroger Company
Landmark Community Newspapers, Inc.
Lexington Division of Police
LifePoint Hospitals, Inc.
Lourdes Hospital
Lowe's Home Centers, Inc. of Hopkinsville
Lowe's of Murray
MTD Products
Marathon Petroleum Company LLC

Maurices
Merck & Co., Inc
The Murray Bank
Murray Calloway County Hospital
Murray State University
Murray State University Graduate Studies
Murray State University ROTC
Murray State University Small Business Development
Center
Northwestern Mutual Financial Network
Owensboro Medical Health Systems, Inc.
Paducah Police Department
Peebles Department Store
Pella Corporation
Pepsi MidAmerica
Pilgrim's Pride
Pizzagalli Construction Company
Quadtech, Inc.
Regions Financial Corporation
RiverValley Behavioral Health
Saint Joseph HealthCare
Sherwin Williams Company
Social Security Administration
Speedway SuperAmerica
TempsPlus
Tennessee State Parks
Trover Foundation
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers - Nashville District
U.S. Deptartment of Justice/Federal Bureau of Prisons
U.S. Navy
United Parcel Service (UPS)
University Hospital
Vanderbilt University Medical Center
WHOP AM/FM- Hop Broadcasting, Inc.
WPSDTV
Walgreens
Washington Group International, Inc.
Webasto
Wells Fargo Financial
West Kentucky Workforce Investment Board
Western Baptist Hospital
Youth Villages
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2006 CAREER ExPO

Career Services inviteS
Murray State students
to biannual Career Expo
The Career Services office
would like to welcome each of
you to our annual Spring Career
Expo. To our students, we have
attracted an impressive group of
employers that are looking for a
large number of new employees
from a variety of backgrounds.
For the employers, we are confident that you will be very
impressed with the credentials of
our soon-to-be-graduates, alumni
and those students looking for
experiential education.
In addition to the Spring Career

Expo, Career Services in collaboration with the Department of
Recreation and Leisure Services
will sponsor the Summer
.Job/ Camp Fair. This event will
·provide students and alumni
summer cooperative education
and internship opportunities.
The camps will be located in the
dance lounge on the second level
of the Curris Center.
There will be approximately 90
recruiters representing not only
the service industry but manufacturing, insurance, health care,

fmancial, graduate schools, forprofit and non-profit organizations. There will be something
for everyone so please come by
the Curris Center from 10:00 a.m.

to 2:00 p.m. to meet not only
these recruiters but also many
Murray State University alumni.
We look forward to seeing you
next Wednesday, March 1.

Hawkins Research
Crecttors rJj. P(JlVerClcLiiJl JJrrJJJerfJ' cLc/jttstilll!; sr~{ttvc1re

To find .out where we have been, where we are going, and· how
you can be a part of it, see our booth at the Career Expo!

• Paid Internships
• Paid Holidays off

• Tuition Assistance
• Health/Life Insurance

/
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needojob@need.com

12345 Need Street • Paducah. KY 42001 • (270) 555-5555 • (555) 555-5555 cell

OBJECTIVE:

To obtain the Soles Representof•ve position with XYZ Corporation
where I con exceed soles goals and promote the services of the
• organization.

EDUCATION:

Murray State University
Murray. KY
Degree: Bachelor of Science in Business
May 2006
Area
Management (AACSB-Intemotionol Accredited)
Overall GPA: 3.40/4.00

SPECIAL TRAINING:
Yellow Pages
Paducah, KY
Sales Intern, Summer 2005
-Responsible for soles territory in multi-state area
-Developed new clients and serviced existing customers
-Managed inventory and ordered products
-Handled customer complaints and provided customer service
-Monitored soles to ensure monthly soles goals were exceeded

!

lath and Body Works
Paducah. KY
Assistant Store Manager, August 1999-Februory 2002
· -Directed doily store operations
-Reported regularly to District Manager
-Supervised and delegated tasks to 35 support staff
-Designed store displays to market products
-Handled Iorge amounts of cosh now and doily deposits
-Maintained accurate records of inventory and supplies
-Responsible lor payroll and personnel files

• Competitive salary: and
benefits
• RN loan/schola
available

•
•

HONORS/ ACTIVITIES:
XYZ Organization member
ABC Scholarship recipient
XYZ Social Sorority
REFERENCES:

Available upon request

'

• Tuition
availa

This is an example of a well-written resume from Career Services that
has the potential of earning the applicant a job interview.

Cover letters, resumes
important in interviews
Emily Wuchner
Staff Writer
ewuchner@thenews.org

One of the most important elements
of any job search is preparing a
resume and cover letter that potential
employers wiU view.
A cover letter introduces a candi,datc's resume and qualifications, and
there are three basic types: application, inquiry and networking.

When applying for a certain position
at a company, students should use the
application cover letter. If a student
has always wanted to work at a certain
company but is unsure if any positions
are open, that student should use the
inquiry cover letter. A networking
cover letter tells the employer someone referred the prospect to the position.

see CREAT IVE I 5

Join us at the
MSU Spring Career -U11#•
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Creative writing, style gives resume edge

10 steps for goOd reswpe writing

• Discover pc-t;sonal qualities, traits and s.ldtls
that are desirable'for the workplace.

FromPage4

far apart from those who don't the most recent career related
have a cover letter," she said.
items are listed first. Students
Career Counselor Brooke
The resume should be at least should write using action words.
It is also important the resume
Harris said cover letters should one page long but should be as
is printed on resume paper and
not be more than one-page long condensed as possible.
The applicant's name should be not stapled. The student's name
but should be at least three paragraphs. She also said the name of at the top of the resume and ·should appear on every page.
the company the letter is going to should be the fttst thing seen. Up- Harris said never list personal
should be stated in the first para- to-date contact information information, such as religion or
should follow this section. Harris race, because employers could
graph.
"It is about you, but you want to cautioned students may have to choose not to hire someone
relate it to the company as much change voice mail or answering because of this information.
machine messages so they will be
as possible," Harris said.
"Just give them the facts about
The first paragraph should grab appropriate if an employer calls. your work experience and educaemployers' attention so he or she Hards suggested using a simple tion," Harris said.
will read on. The remaining para- e-mail address with your name.
She suggested using creativity
graphs should expand on duties
The objective part of the when designing a resume.
and responsibilities.
resume should state why the stu- Students use borders, bullets or
Although a cover letter is not dent is interested in the job. different fonts to make their
needed if the student is attending Harris said students should make resume more appealing.
a career fair, when applying for a sure to state the specific job title
The Career Services staff offer
help in writing or critiquing
listed job, it is good to have one, and the company name.
Events should be Listed in resumes. The office is in Ordway
Harris said.
"For a specific job, it sets you so reverse chronological order so HalL

• Chpose a• tar~t job and write.a career objective
that is tailored to the specific position ~nd field.

• IdeJltify'~ey skill:> apd knowledge that is ne~d~d.

.

• ChQOse a.resume fotmat.

No templates.

• Make a list of sp~cial trauupg and education.

• Make a )i$t of primaty: wprk. volurtteer and
~r~~r:.relattd ~xperience~.

• M~e a.tlst of your a~ar:ds, honors and activities.
• From the lists, identify the best frorn past experiences and actomplislim~nts that show you can
do the job.

• Describe ea~h experience with simple action
verbs and arrange in the order of most signifkant
to least significant.
• Make a list of narnes, complete addresses. phone
numbers and e-mail addresses of those p~ople you
wish to use as references with their permission.

cbh

CBK, a leadiu~: ll(,!tiona[ home tl('<'Or tmd dect>rative ,gift ~~ompany with an
e.\tl!nSil-1! product line has immediaie openings for District An;ount Reps.
District Ac<·mmr Rep.~ sell and service establi"Shetl ac,·mmJ.'i while ,·ultivming
new busi11es.~. Must hat•e (l strong work ethic, pmfe.-;.~ionalism. enthusiusm,
and a caH-llo attitude,
We offer a full ~(leflts package:

·

• Heath and Vision Insurance
• Dental lo$umnce
• Ufe Insurance
• 4Qllk) Retirement
• Sbon Term Disability
, •
• l.Qnf.1'errn Disability
• Flexible Spending Account: Health and Dependant O.y Care
• Empll>yee As$istant Progrdl11S
'
• Along with advance~t~ent opportunities

Established account baSJJ, includes:
• Furniture stores
• Craft and g~n
• lnt¢rior design

• Gift shops
• Aora1 shops, etc.

Requirements:

,

• Must have a mlnimum of l year of experience in road sales
• Must huve positive and upbeat attitude.
• ,Must l'e:lide in terri~·
• Must have valid drivers Jkense :and pre.sent ~f of insurance
c:ov ..-r<~.gll tm vehicle of: $100,QO()I $.300,000/ $1()(),000
>

.

...

•

/-'(Ll your rt!~Ui11e; -«~lao• h{$1t>ry. ami refofJ!ntre.,s i'l ~·Qttfidem·e. tq: CBK Human

Rewmr.•tts. 731·884-4tl22 or t:muilf,,formatfon to resumf!~@cbkltd,com,
'

.
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Interviewees should remember basic guidelines
aspects of the interview.
"Ask questions of your own, generatmstonefield@thenews.org
ed from research." Meloan said. "By
asking those questions ... they'll know
Graduating seniors should follow you're up to snuff on what the compabasic guidelines to alleviate job inter- 'ny is doing." view worries.
Meloan said interviewees should
Ross Meloan, Career Services direc- rest well the night before an interview
tor, said one of the first things job- and eat a good breakfast that m9rning.
seekers should do is research the com"Don't do anything different in the
pany that is interviewing them.
morning that you don't normally do,"
Students can do this through the Meloan said. "Relax as best you can."
company Web site and other resources
During the interview. potential
from the library. Interviewees should employees should listen to the names
know the company history, stock of company employees and use those
information and new company prod- names during the interview when
ucts.
addressing the interviewer.
"There's a lot of resources that can
"Look them in the eye," Meloan said.
tell you what's happening," Meloan "Interact with them. You may find a lot
said. "(It's important) that they know ·more common ground by doing that."
the future of the company (and) that
Interviewees should keep a resume
they know the past."
on hand during the interview even
The research can be used in other though they should have given on the

Marianne Stonefield

Staff Writer

company when they applied for the
position, he said.
Questions should be answered concisely, he said, and potential employees should not be afraid to ask that a
question be repeated.
"Some people will be so nervous ...
they'll hear a different question than
what was intended," Meloan said. "Be
methodical in your answers. Brevity, in
many cases, can be a lifesaver in your
interviews."
Interviewees should be prepared to
relate personal experiences to company workings and be able to point out
their best qualities.
"A lot of interviewers are asking a lot
of behavior-based questions," Meloan
said. "Be prepared to puff yourself up
a little bit. Sell yourself. Be proud of
what you've done."
Some questions do not have to be
answered, he said, including questions

on romantic relationships, children
and criminal records, but background
checks should be expected.
"It's about what you can do for the
job," Meloan said. "They're paying big
money to do (background checks)."
Meloan warned interviewees against
wearing heavy cologne or perfume.
"Nothing is worse than going in
smelling like a fruit basket," he said.
Monstcr.com offers further advice to
job-seekers.
Bring up a weakness before the
interviewers asks for it, Monster. com
suggests. The honesty builds chemistry with the interviewer and differentiates a potential employee from
others who say nothing but good
things about themselves.
According to Monster.com, after the
interview, potential employees should
write a thank-you note to the person
with whom they interviewed,

Immerse Yourself In Success
As a Navy Officer, you'll do
more in a few short years than
most people do in a lifetime. All
before you 're 30 .
And with t he Baccalaur eate
Degree Completion Program CBDCP)
you could get an average of
$54,000 while at tending college full
time - money for school or to spend
as you please. And your military
obligat ion is deferred until after
graduation.

For more information
Phone: 1·800-777-NAVY

E-mail; lpt_stlouis®cnrc,navy.mil
You've got questions, we got answers!
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Career Services Web site
offers job applicants info,
employment opportunities
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@>thenews.org

With the click of a mouse and the
pluck of a keyboard, students, employers and parents can be whisked away
to the Career Services Web site, providing a vast array of information at
anyone's fingertips.
According to the Web site, Career
Services works with more than 1,000
regional, national and Fortune 100 and
500 employers to assist students and
alumni in finding fuU-time, part-time,
internship/co-op and post-graduate
employment.
The Career Services Web site has
three different menus for students,
employers and parents to browse.
Students can learn about the Career
Fair and Expo at Murray State, search
for employment opportunities on and
off campus and read about how to
complete the perfect cover letter and
resume.
Ross Meloan, director of Career
Services, said the Web site might be a
work in progress but is far above the
old product.
"The old Web site was incomplete
and basically insufficient for what our
students needed," Meloan said. "What
we wanted to do was develop a fresher
look and something that was easier to
use. I think we did that, and we've put
something up that's user-friendly."
Anyone looking for employment
opportunities can search four different
links Career Services provides.
Students can find part-time and fulltime jobs at Murray State, or they can
look off-campus for part-time and fulltime work.
There are examples of cover letters,
resumes and how to list references
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under the job search heading. The
links tell what should be included in
each piece and how it should look to
the employer.
When writing a resume, Career
Services provides several examples for
different types of jobs for which one
can apply and tips on how to choose
references.
Employers can take advantage of the
Web site by becoming a part of the job
listings and notifying Career Services
about an opening. They can also list
internship and cooperative education
opportunities for students and alumni.
Parents also are encouraged to play a
role in helping their children find a
place in the job market. They have
access to the majority of the things students and employers do on the Career
Services Web site.
Meloan said the Web site appeals to
the three different groups.
"We believe there's an awful lot to
say about how user-friendly the Web
site is," Meloan said. "If we send the
right message to students, employers
and even parents we'll be light years
ahead of the competition."
Visitors can browse the job opportunities on and off campus, and they can
gain a sense of understanding how
cover letters and resumes should look.
Another major tool on the Career
Service Web site is the eRecruiting
network. Students can upload resumes
and schedule interviews with employers recruiting by computer. Employers
must create an account before they are
allowed to view upcoming campus
events, maintain interview schedules,
post positions and review resumes
among other things.
Visit campus.murraystate.cdu/services/careerservices/ to get started.

You make tne dt!ierence

Go to the head of the class.
Come visit our booth at the 2006
Murray State University Career Expo
March 1, 2006 • 1Oam-2pm

career at Cln,as

''""'Pin•'m''"'

,lff' '>l'f%-tt>d tn entl'r our pro)lt~>sive, two· yt\ll Man.tw••r•<•nt Jr.llrlf't• f'W{IIi\rn,
pto!\rilm, t>ur gonlls Ill prOITICJtf' <lOU llliiiUII' your Jll'I\OIIoll o\IIU proft·~~itlllol)
so lh~l our Man<~g<'nlPlll Tr,lfnt·<'~ Cdll ~liC( t'<'d in ,1 \Int.~> m.111,1R!'Il1Pnt CM~'r p.lth.

Manaoement Trainee Program A. I RADillON OF SUCCESS

Ontas' Management Trainee Program st.lrtt't.l In
1982 wilh tl'n partlcrpants. Todily thP Program ha<
grown in sizt> and structure wrth
• Ovt>r 300 Trainees hired t>Very ye.~r
• Structured clas~room training at our corporo~te
complt'x
• Regular I'E'vrews and fet'dback
• Cu<tomized development plans
• Out>tanding opportunrtres fot promotion

A focus on

Develo~ent

Our Man.1gement Tra•nee Program produ~ topnotch Cintas Partner$ who have superiOf m.lnJgcnl(>nt >kill~. an in-deplh und~tdnding of our bu<i·
ness and industry, and enthusia\m (()( our intense,
fast-paced en11ironment.

Sales Associate
Cmt<~>

i\ o,<wchmR for future 'ales p.1rtners with il
winning 1r.1rk rrcord nf 'ucc~> and a burning
dt'lorre to wll ,ul<l t.lo~ bu\inr~s. Our SGie;
M~l.tl(') work •ide by side wllh 2-3 S01les
Rt·~~r~nt.liM'> rn .1 ml'ntoring rel.ttionship to
achieve the wmmon f\OJI of inrr~>asing the SoliE'S
fl"am'< proclU< tivlty. Sdii'S A•sociates h~>lp to generate Ot'\11 buslnes only. they do not rnandgl:' or
wll e~iMrng anounK A Sail'S Nsociat~>'s ultimate
goal " to perform anrl dl"'lt>lop lhe s~ills necessary
to earn a promotion to Soli~ Rlopresentali\le.
For imrMdiatt con•ideration please go to
www.clntas.com/Carftn oand •pply online.
If ~ou IY~t .tny questions, please cont.tct
Am;and.l Whittenburs at
Whlttenburga@cintas.com or (8001648-7813.

ciNrAs.

jM i liMIIHiiMji•i+iill,l l id
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Owensboro
Medical Health System
• Nursing Scholarships
• LOW Patient-to-Nurse Ratio

• Competitive Salaries
• Full Benefit Package
•

• FREE CEU's
• Shift/Weekend Differential
• Tuition Assistance
• 4-to-12 Week One-on-One
Orientation w/a .P receptor

Call (270) 688-2788 for Openings
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Ross Meloan
Director
of Career
Services
Ross Me loan coordinates the.National
Student Exchange
for Career Services.
He also serves as Career Adviser.
You can contact him at 762-3375.
iilc photo

The Regional Business and Innovation Center provides help to start-up
businesses while owners attempt to establish a name and reputation.

Gina Winchester
Assistant Director

Regional business center
offers new opportunities
Phillip Dishon
Staff Writer
pdishon@thenews.org

Entrepenuers and future business
moguls need not turn to area wanted
ads for opportunities since the official
opening of the Regional Business and
Innovation Center earlier this semester.
Patrick Powell, director of the
Innovation and Commercial Center
housed within the RBIC, said the center has a lot of potential to create new
opportunities for students and area
residents.
"The background on this is the state

has been increasingly interested in the
universities ... becoming actively
involved in economic development,"
Powell said. "We're in the market of
helping to start (technology-based)
businesses.
Powell said the center already has 21
clients p~rtaking in the program,
which includes helping potential businesses make it off the ground with
both management assistance and
funding. He said 13 of the business
have advanced beyond the development stage while the center has also
raised $6.5 million in private equity to
fund them.

see BUILDING I 10
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. The center also provides assistance
throughout the beginning stages.
"So of my 21 clients, I have eight of
the clients ... that are still deciding
what they arc going to be," he said.
In approaching the center's options,
he encourages students to utilize the
center to the fullest. The center was
established to help students make
their potential business ideas marketable and commercial realities.
"If a student has an idea for a high
growth technology company, then
they need to come to us," Powell said.
"Our mission is to help knowledgebased businesses."
The ideas can range from new products to advances in technology to software or specialty services.
Buddy Buckingham, interim director
for the Regional Center for Emerging
Technology, said the program developed in 2000 as a statewide program

file photo
The business center, located on Ky. Ul, opened earlier this semester to

provide temporary housing and financial assistance to new companies.
with centers at four other universities
across the state.
"We feel like we've been quite successful since we started with nothing
{in 2005)," Buckingham said.
He said the center already has begun
to produce potential jobs fo r curre nt
students at Murray State and expects
the center expects an increase of more

than 100 available positions in the next
12 months.
Buckingham was one of the pivotal
figures in creating the program for the
region, he said.
"I knew th ere was a need for it and
the community of Kentucky (couldn't)
depend on manufactur ing forever," he
said. ·~d this is a better way to do it

The Murray State News
February 24, 2006

than any other way we've (encountered)."
He said the staff at the center knows
a lot of students have the potential to
succeed in the world of business but
they just need extra help to make it.
Buckingham said he is excited about
seeing students have the opportunity
to grow and develop into the leaders
of tomorrow.
Patrick Powell said he hopes the
center provides the community with
more outlets for their business ideas.
"In the flrst place, T hope we are able
to influence more students to start
their own businesses ... and how to
lead (their) own company creation
and product creation,'' Powell said.
Students interested in becoming
involved with the Regional Business
and In novation Center should call
Powell at 762-7038 or visit the offices
at the corner of Ky. 121 Bypass and 16th
Street for additional information.

<tt>
pizzagalli

Pizzagalli Construction Company. one of
the nations largest privately held
construction companies. is seeking
Construction Safety Professionals for
c o nstruction company
various locations within the US

Construction Safety Engi!leer

The Power ol People
• Full-Time Staffing
• Contract Staffing
• Contract To Hire

. ."210-395-5211

www.auadtechservices.com

PizzagaJli Construction Company bas several Safety Engineer positions available
in the Southeast and Eastern Unjted States. The individual must have a BS in
Occupational Safety or Safety Studies, a good knowledge of OSHA Construction
Standards. EMT Certification and possess excellent facilitation. written and oral
communication skills. Duties include identification and abatement of safety
hazards, on-the-job training of Pizzagalli employees, and monitoring
subcontractor compliance with the project safety plan. Some prior exposure to
commercial construction projects is a plus. Some occasional travel is required .
Piuagal/i offers a competitive wage packagf' and comprehensiw• benefits. a companymatched 40/(k) plan, ESOP and medical coverage.
Qualifitd applicants apply atiiWW.piz;:ggallj.com/carrenhtm

5TH AV[ NUE
CAL VERT CITY K Y 420..'CJ
'L~U

L

Women and minorities are encouraged to apply .

EOE M/F/DN
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How far I'go in my career is tru~ up to me and my
abilities. Sure, every company says that, but at
Enterprise, it's actually true. When I produce results,
I get promoted, and I've seen incredible earning
potential since day one.
Enterprise doesn't expect me to be this great
businessperson overnight. They train me. Support
me. Reward me when I perform. I'm fast-tracking in
a $Z4 billion company with 57,0fXJ people from all
walks of life. Yet it's still a tight-knit culture where
energetic people take ownership of their careers.
And I really enjoy that.

My terstrwtl eN-ertr&se
.t@Enter!!~~
Apply online at:
www.enterprise.com/ careers.
Or contact: Mike Hammond,
Recruiting Supervisor
phone: (502) 458-7808, ext. 200
e-mail: michael .I. hammond@erac.com

EOE/MFDV
C2005 Enterpnse Rent·A·Car Company

photo courtesy of Career Services

By talking to potential employers at the Career Fairs, students are able to
receive internship opportunlties with many diflerent businesses.

Internships give students
advantage over job market
Tommy Dillard
Assistant Sports Editor
tdillard@thenews.org
When Murray State students think
about their options as far as summer
activities go, taking an internship is
something many will consider.
Depending on students' area or
major, many are required to complete
an internship before graduating. For
most, summer is the perfect time to do
just that.
Internships can give students an
edge in employer decision making.

Job candidates who already have work
experience in the field automatically
have an advantage over those who do
not. Some employers look to interns
they have had to fUl full-time positions that become open.
"Degrees and diplomas may look
impressive on a resume, but recruiters
are more likely to notice bands-on
experience," said Gina Winchester,
assistant director and co-op coordinator for Career Services. "In addition,
some employers use internships to
feed into full-time employment. In

see APPUCATION I 13
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Looking for the RIGHT career? Our employees have found it!
Join us at the Spring Career Fair and learn why we were named the
#1 fastest growing company in the region by Business First

FIRSTOMNI
MORTGAGE LENDING
$1000 Sign-On Bonus
Base .Salary plus Commission Pay Plan
Our First Year Bankers Average $52,000
WHAT WE NEED
Top students looking for a fast-paced career to work in our internet based loan center in LouisvilJe, Kentucky. To sustain our growth,
we are seeking highly motivated and driven individuals to join our sales force as certified mortgage bankers. Applicants should be
competitive, sales oriented individuals with a strong desire to succeed and earn over $50,000.

WHAT WE DO
First Omni Mortgage Lending is a privately owned mortgage bank based in Louisville, Kentucky that closes over $400 million in
residential mortgage loans each year. We are a residential lender with lending capabilities in all 50 states and a proud partner
LendingTree.com.

WHAT WE OFFER
First Omni provides paid professional classroom training at an on-site, state of the art training facility. Led by our Corporate Trainer.
new bankers are given the appropriate education to start a successful career and quickly develop a quality customer pipeline. Each
new banker will be involved with ongoing Developmental Training and will be included in our Mentoring Program which partners
new bankers with a seasoned banker to assist them with their new career.
• Base salary plus aggressive commission with realistic first year earning potential over $75K
• Comprehensive benefits package including 401 (k), medical, dental and life insurance
• Promotions and management opportunities based on performance, not seniority
. • Unique opportunities for bilingual appl icants

INTERVIEWS

lf you are a motivated individual looking for a rewarding career•please see us at the Spring Career Fair or email your resume to
resomes@ lomni.com. For more information contact Todd Johnson at 800-627-1925 ext. 1912. Interviews will be conducted
at the Spring Career Fair.
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Application deadlines nears for summer internShips
From Page 11
other words, that may be the only way
to get your foot in the door with an
employer."
Internships also help students get an
inside look at what professionals in
their chosen career paths actually do.
Because of this, internships help many
students decide early on what major
or area they may or may not want to
pursue.
''With an internship, you really do
learn skills that could never be taught
in a classroom," said Jordan Smith,
sophomore from Senath, Mo., who
interns with House Republican
Leadership in Frankfort.
"I have been so blessed to have met
and worked with so many upstanding
and dedicated representatives, both
Democrat and Republican, while in
Frankfort," Smith said. "There is such

a misconception, regarding government and politics, but I have seen firsthand what a tough and stressful job it
really is."
For those who would like to find an
internship but do not know where to
look, Career Services is a good place
to start.
"Career Services assists all students
in finding employment opportunities,
as well as assisting with the applica~ion and credit granting process,"
Wmchester said.
She said students can visit the
Career Services Web site or make an
appointment if they need one-on-one
assistance.
Students who are thinking about
internships for this summer should
start looking now instead of waiting
until the the application deadline.
ustart early," Winchester said. "Most

employers work three to six months in
advance of what they need. For example, application deadlines for summer
may come up as early as December,
January or February. If you miss the
application deadline, you miss your
opportunity to do that internship.''
Students should pinpoint in what
field they would like to intern then
apply to as many employers as possible.
"The name of the game is numbers,"
Winchester said. "The more applications you send out, the better your
chance of landing an internship.''
There are many resources available
to savvy internship-seeking students.
Besides Career Services, students can
use the Internet to search for potential
jobs and take advantage of opportunities such as the spring Career Expo.
For many students, the question is

not whether or not to do an internship
but when to do it. Wmchester said
internships are encouraged any time,
but most choose to do them between
junior and senior year.
"Ideal timing for most employers is
between the junior and senior year
because students tend to be more
focused and have the basic knowledge
needed to excel on the job,"
Winchester said.
Some students taking internships in
cities in which they do not live fmd it
a struggle to locate temporary housing
in those cities. Many times, the
employer will assist the student in
locating living space. However, if
assistance is not provided, Career
Services can help connect students to
housing through chambers of commerce or area alumni, Winchester
said.
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Working for the weekend?
Or working for yourself?
A new career in financial services
could make the difference.

Call us.
Mark f. Cox, CLU, CfP®, Managing Partner
The Evansville Group

photo courtesy of csiweb.com

Members of Computer Services in Paducah provide many services for
area businesses, including writing computer programs for them to use.

335 Cross Pointe Boulevard
Evansville, IN 47715 • (812) 471-2200

Business provides jobs,
services for institutions
Paducah and Valparaiso, Ind.
Human Resources recruiter Christa
ecawein@thenews.org
Dubrock described the company's
functions and goals via e-mail:
A broad range of employment
"Computer Services, Inc. (CSVT),
avenues and more than 40 years of provides service and software solubanking industry experience await tions for community banks. In addipotential employees of Computer tion to core processing, our integratServices.
ed banking solutions include imaging,
According to csiweb.com, Computer cash management, Internet banking,
Services, "serves more than 3,000 corporate intranets, secure web hostfinancial
institutions across the ing, e-messaging, online shopping,
nation, including community banks, teller and platform services, ATM and
regional banks and multi-bank hold- debit card service and support, risk
ing companies and a variety of other assessment, network management,
business enterprises."
and compliance software and services
Bill Perrin, vice president of for regulatory compliance, homeland
Human Resources, said job openings security and fraud prevention.
are listed on the company's Web site.
"Nearly 3,000 financial institutions
Interested applicants can read posi- arc served with CSI's products and
tion descriptions and submit resumes services."
online.
CSI offers career opportunities in
Perrin said an outstanding appli- software development, bank convercant would possess excellent comput- sions, customer service, accounting
er skills, a mix of outside activities and fmance, host services - training,
and a GPA of 3.0 or higher. technical writing, MIS, sales and marAdditionally, he looks for a strong keting and web development.
work background and evidence of
For more information about
jobs held throughout an applicant's Computer Services, Inc. contact Bill
undergraduate career.
Perrin, VP Human Resources, at
CSI has two Information hubs, in (800) 545-4274 ext.l0103.

To measure your \elf-employment pOil'nt i.tl,
vi~1t www.nmfn.lomlt·v.lnwiiiE'!,'l'OUp and
look for the St•h·fmploymt!Ol Screen.

~Northwestern Mutual
FINANCIAl NETWORK•

TlwQttiNCompany.'

Elizabeth Cawein

Assistant Lifestyles Editor

Murray State Students, are you ready for a
fast-paced, challenging and rewarding career in

-

Advertising Sales? LCNI, a family owned gmup of newspaper~. with
more than 53 newspapers in more than 16 stales
i<. always looking to llring 111 \harp. talented ~alt's
people to join our compan).
We offer competitive compensation pa{kage\,
benefits, 40I(k) A~ll .'v10ST OF All development
and growth opportunity.
If you're interested in starting your car~<'r with
LCNI, stop by and visit with me at the Spring
Career Expo.
!look forward to llll't:tingyou.

Jeff Gilkey
Sale~ Recruitment Manager

~
LANDMARK
V. COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS, INC .
P.O. Box 549/601 Taylorsville Road, Shelbyville, KY 40065
phone: (502) 633-4334
fax: (502) 633-4447
email: jgilkey@lcnLcom
Qualifitd applicants must undtrgo drug scrttning. Equal Opportunity J:mp!o)tt
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Graduating seniors look to growth in·job market
Elizabeth Cawein
Assistant Lifestyles Editor
ecawein@thcnews.org

College graduation - it is an
occasion that brings excitement
and terror for many undergraduates. With the end of one's educational career on the horizon,
lhe job market and the real
world loom ahead.
Kevin Rheinecker, senior from
Steeleville, Ill., said he's been
looking for jobs since last
semester. A student worker in
Career Services, Rheineckcr
used the office's eRecr uitment
softwar e system to post his
resume and search for positions.
He also used Monster.com and
other similar Internet job search
e ngines.
"I would recommend these

sites to anyone," Rheinecker
said. "I'm graduating with a
criminal justice major and sociology minor, and I really didn't
know exactly what I wanted to
do. Looking on these different
Web sites helped me realize
there are so many jobs available
besides just ones in your specific field."
Rheinecker said it is likely that
many graduati ng seniors will
first find employment away from
their major or area of study.
"I' m looking toward law
enforcement but more wildlife
conservation police, but the law
enforcement background will
help," he said. "My first job
probably won't be in the fie ld of
study I've been doing.
"My girlfriend is a dietitian ...
and she's working with customer

service and computer programs,
and that's not related to her
degree at all, but it's a good job."
On
several
occasions,
Rheinecker said he heard back
from companies he found
through Internet job searches
within days of submitting an
application. Despite the quick
turn-around time, he advised
starting as early as possible.
"I would definitely s uggest
getting your resume done as
soon as you can and not waiting
un til the last minute," he said. "It
is so much easier just to add
stuff as you go along. If you get
to your senior year and try to do
it, you're saying, 'Well, I think I
did this my fres hman year.' "
Rheinecker also recommended

Top 10 Fastest Growlna .1Dd1istrles
(Percent~e

gro.wth from 2004-14)

• Educational Support Services. private - 79.1
percent
• Home health care services - 69.5 percent
• Software publlshei's - 67.6 percent
.• Management, sdentlftc and tedmical tonsuiting services - 60.5 percent
• Community care faclUtles for the elderly S4.8 percent
• Outpatient care centers, except mental
health aad suiJ.stance abase- 49.9 ~t
• Residential m~ health and substance
abuse facWtles- 49.9 ~t
• Ofllces of aD other health praditioaen 49.3 percent
• llesiclentlal mental ftUidatloa &dUties 47.3pereent

• Fadlltles support services- 47.1 percent
U.S. Bureau b f Labor Stat1.UCS

see JOB / 16

THE TOUGHES I a.JMMER JOB

YOl.flL EVER LOVB
P.O. Box 287 • Mentone, Alabama 35964
SKYLINE SEEKS FEMALE
CHRIS TIAN L E ADE RS TO WORK
AS COU NSE LORS AND INSTRUCTORS THIS
SUMME R.

'QUALIFICATIONS:
ENT H USIASTIC CHRISTIAN
L O V E F OR C HILDREN
STRENGTH IN ONE O R M O RE A crJVIT Y AREAS
L O VE FOR T H E O UTDOORS
FOR MORE INFO RMATION, VIS IT
SKYLINE 'S W EBSITE AT

riding • swimming • tennis • canoeing • gymnastics • dance
chorus and drama • nature • sports • soccer • archery • riflery
arts and crafts • ropes course • tower • circus • flag and baton
lifeguards • basketball

WWW.CAMPSKYLINE.COM
OR C A L L

(800) 448-9279

"t-
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Job search Web sites
useful for graduates

1::51
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1bp 10 Panest GrowlD8
OCc..,atloas
(:Required education or training)
• Home 11ea1t1a alcleS - abort tenD or oatbe-)ob,trelulng
• Netwodl systems and data COIIIIIIIIDiea·
tioDs aaalysts - Bachelor's c:lepee

From Pagel
attending Career Services' annual career fa irs,
even if only to get experience with meeting and
greeting potential employers.
''When looking for a job, the career fairs are
always beneficial," he said. "If you can even just
meet someone, and they come back to the next
career fair with their company, they might
remember you. It's about making contacts."
Rheinccker and many other potential employees find success with online job searches.
Monster.com, hotjobs.com, careerbuilder.com,
employmcntguidc.com and jobweb.com all offer
similar resume posting and search options.
Additionally, many fields have profession-specific Web sites.
Dice.com features only technology-centered
jobs, journalismjobs.com features only journalism
jobs and showbizjobs.com has entertainment, TV
and theater jobs, to name a few examples.

The Murray State News

• Medical usistaats - moderate-term on
the Job training
• Physician assJstants - Bachelor's dep'ee
• Computer software eqbleen, appUca·

photo courtesy of Career Services

Potential employers bold interviews for many
Murray Sta te .,students during the fall and
spring career events. By participating in these
interviews, students get a bead start on the job
market and learn valuable interview skills.

dons - Bachelor's clep'ee
• Physkal therapist assistants - AssoCiate
ciep'ee
• Dental..,..eJdsts - Associate degree
• Computer software engiDeen, systems
software 7 Baehelor's degree
• Dental assistants - moderate-term on
the Job tnbalng
• Personal and home care - short-term or
on the Job training

U S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

COMPUTER

SERVICES,INC.

CSI, the nation's premiere community bank processor.
Summer 2006 Internships for students majoring in: CIS, CS,
TSM, and Accounting.
Good communication skills and a 3.0+ GPA are a must.

CSI offers a competitive salary and an excellent benefits package.
See our website for details:

www.csiweb.com
...
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•HERITAGE BANK•

BANKING
WITH
NEIGHBORS
FOR MORE THAN 125 YEARS

photo courtesy of Career 51.'rvices

Many Murray State students go to the fall and spring Career Fairs and are
suggested to bring resumes complete with references.

Professional references
crucial for employment
Rockelle Gray
Opinion Editor
rgray@thenews.org

Life offers many opp ortunities. One of the
greatest is choosing a great
company and place to live. Why not stop in
and see what opportunities your neighbors
have to offer right here in Western Kentucky.
A ll resumes are welcomed as you stop by and
meet your neighbors at the Heritage Bank
located at the Murray State Career Fair.

WWW.BANK\VrfHHEI{rrAGE.(: ()l\~t

Many business owners will travel to
the Curris Center Wednesday to interview students for jobs and internships. Many elements of students'
resumes will be examined, but one
aspect of the resume should not be
overlooked - references.
"Usually on a' resume, it may say
'References available upon request,'
but I always say go on and have them
with them because if they are going to
be that serious about you, they will be
calling already," said Brooke Harris,
career counselor. "You want to have it
all there for them so there is no struggling with leaving messages."
Harris said the number of references is key to getting a interview.
"No more than five, no less than
three," Harris said. "If a job states they
want only three references, only do
three because they will throw you out.
That's just managing the particulars.
They don't care about how many.
They just want to see if you can follow their guidelines."
There also are many things students

should remember when preparing
their resumes. Harris said not to list
personal references and to contact
professional references and ask them
if they will give a positive referral
before putting them on a resume.
Harris said it is also important for
prospective employees to write the
name they prefer to be called on their
resume, so the future employer uses
the correct name when they call the
references. The people students
choose as references are key.
According to references-ect.com,
prospective employees should know
,their references for at least one year. ·
"Professional can be an academic
adviser, a professor, it could be a
coach," Harris said. "Anything like a
teacher or that, but you don't want all
of the same people. You want a good
mixture. I always tell someone, if you
haven't bad that many jobs, go for one
from a past employer, one from a
coach and one from a teacher. Just
give them a variety, show them how
developed you are in different areas."
Many students are timid about ask-

see RESUME I 18
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Try us on!
Opening Apri12oo6
We are looking for dynamic, energetk people to become part of
ou r Fa_g~ion team In Murray! We are seeking Individuals w ho are
Interest ed In the key career opportunities of:

ut Assistant Ahnqer
Assistant Manqer
Sales Associate

photo courtsey of Career Services
Employeers may look and contact references on potential employees'
resumes so students should pick their references carefully.

Resumes must have references
FromPagel7
ing past employers or professors for a
reference.
"It's really easy," Harris said. "Just
go up to them and say, 'I have got several jobs I am applying for. I would
really like to use you as a reference. I
think we have a great working relationship."'
She said some professors will refuse
to be a reference, but students should
not take it personally.
"Some will flat-out tell you that
they will not serve as your reference
because they can be liable for everything they say," Harris said.
False information about references
could deter from getting a job. Always
make sure the resume ruts the correct
information of all references.
"Always ask for the phone number
and their e-mail, because you might
list the wrong number," Harris said.
"Some people do not like to be bothered at home, some would rather not
be bothered during the day.

''When you .are asking them to be
your reference, ask them exactly what
address they want down, what contact
number or e-mail that way you don't
bother them at home or at the office
when they don't want to be bothered
because that could really leave a bad
taste in their mouth, as well."
Some students aren't sure if they
should list all of the jobs they have
been previous employed, or if they
can chose the jobs they liked the most.
"If it was a good experience, that's
fine, but you don't have to list everyone of them," Harris said.
Some employees are using modern
technology to contact references.
·~nother trend you might want to
mention is that people are sending out
postcards," Harris said. "They are also
contacting them by e-mail so its really
important to get their e-mail address
with the references."
Said Harris: "If they do have an email, I would list it because they are
contacting them."

apply on-line at maurices.com
or call 218.]20.2033*11555
All Rep!"" Confi<t~"uiil

EUl
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CAMP KENTAHTEN
If you are staking the opportunity to
posit ive ly influence the lives of children, we
at the Tim Horton Children's Foundation
would love to talk t o you about joining our
teo.m ot Ccmp Kentdhten . We are. a nonprofit charitable organization committed to
providing o f un-f illad camp environment for
children from e conomically d isadVdntagad
homes.

Shirley MaHin
KHEAA
Work-Study
Coordinator

nM

1ft

C4~rk 1'4~- ~ ~

AbtJut Camp

49 ~nh#lr'ml T'Nil

Kt~nta.ht•n:

Located in Campbelb-ville, KY on
Green Rtver Lake

-

-

C411'1pbe/l m1k , KY, 4Z7J8
~: ~70-..US-,:SO

~-t:~~.Ctlm

Co-Ed Camp, Campers ~ges 912. Ratio of Staff to Campers is
1:4
Ac t ivities include climbing wall.
ropes course, kayoking.
ca~ing, swimming, t ubing,
hiking, biking archery and many

........ ~. Ctllfr

Shirley Martin coordinates Kentucky
Higher Education Assistance
Authority work-study program
,employment,

YMCA BLUE RIDGE ASSEMBLY
LOCATED IN BLACK MOUNTAIN, NC
RECRUITING FOR SUMMER

2006

AT THE CAREER ExPO
MARCH

1

AVAILABLE POSITIONS INCLUDE:
• Program Leaders, Lifeguards, Craft Room Supervisors
• Conference Services, Support Staff and Audio Visual
• Guest Services Clerks
....
• Supervisors & Support Staff for
(Food Service, Housekeeping, Maintenance and Snack Shop)
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Brooke Barris

Donna York
Administrative
Secretary
Donna York assists the staff, students
and alumni. She also supervises job
bulletin listings and serves as the
assistant coordinator for the National
Student Exchange.
You can contact her at 762-2906.

~FIRST. RESIDENTIAL

LI.!J M O R TGAGE NETW O RK

IN C .

RRST RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE NETWORK SEEKS
MORTGAGE BANKERS!
First Rc~idential Mortgage Network. Inc. ( PRM) is the largest Mortgage Company in
the: ~tate of Kentucky. First Residential i~ a full service Mortgage Lender'' ith an In-house
Title: Compan). Lt:nding Division. and l...::td Generation Platform
First Residential offers a comprehensive tmining program that teaches the fundamen tals of mortgage lending. The company ~tnves to provide each employee wllh the best tools
and support for succc~s and the opportunity for personal advancement. rirst Residential
believes that every employee can be highly motivated. fulfilled ana gen111nely ~attsfied with
their career and work cnvtronment. Thi' is why the compan) was recent!) ranked No. 1 of
Kentud"J. 's Best P/oces to Work!
lob Summacy: \llongnge Bunkers (MBs) work both individu:•lly and with a teum to initiate and develop
potential mortgage business for First Residential Mortgage Network, Inc. MB> ut~u analyze borrower
applications to purchase real estate or retinancc un existing mortgage. and create mortgage solutions ~'Uii
able for e.~ch customer's needs

M.Uor Responsi!Miitits: Major Responsibtlitie~ include calling clients (including the generation of n.ew
business from gi~·en leads. and maintaining contact ";th existing customer bao;e), determining which

financial products meet the customer's needs und advismg cu>tomcrs of opti<ln\ available. Strong organi ·
7..ational, communication and interperoonnl .~kills are nece~sary to be successful a' a Mortgage Bunker. If
you are highly motivated. energetic. and have the ability to worl.: well in a team uricnted environment.
First Residential Mortgage is the place for you•
C ompeg:,a!jon and lkrK'Ots: Pa} is IOU% Commission up to $ tOOK or more! I With quarterly minimum

salaf)

111

S6Kl

Health. ~ntal. Viston. Shllrt Term DL~abihty. l .ong·Tenn Db;tbtlit). ;md 401 K Plan ure n f t t n : d . ,
Send Resume to: jobs@ frmn pel Equull::mplo) m«:nt Opporlunit.)'
~ ·'~ •

Check out our Web site at: www.l stresidentja/.net

-·~

-
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Southwoods is located in Paradox , New York, in the heart of the
Adirondack Mountains. The camp is situated on Paradox Lake, a pristine
spring-fed lake where the majestic mountains of the Adirondack Park
slope to the water's edge.

Southwoods' Mission Statement
((Southwoods is committed to empowering children. Our goal is to
build confidence and self-esteem by reinforcing positive human values.
We achieve that goal through cutting-edge programming implemented by
a carefully selected and fully trained staff whose investment in children,
like our own, is unparalleled."

SPRING
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High heels are a popular,
appropriate choice for
interview attire.

Casey Northcutt
Staff Writer
cnorthcutt@thenews.org

When applying for a new job, the focus needs
to be beyond just a flawless resume.
Career Counselor Brooke Harris said applicants need to appear confident and amiable,
which they can achieve from the beginning
with a firm handshake.
"Not only do you want to be smiling, give off
a great personality, but you want to have a firm
handshake because they can judge you just as
much on your handshake as they can by your
ftrst impression," Harris said.
She also stressed the importance of posture
when sitting across the table from a potential
boss. Harris suggested candidates sit up in
their chairs and women cross their feet p roperly at the ankles.
Flip flops can go a long
w ay tow ard making a
bad first impression in
an interview.

see BUSINESS/ 23
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Business attire important
in making first impression
FromPage22
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Harris warned college students
about posting lewd or inappropriate
material on Web sites like Facebook
and Myspace.
"Employers are now checking your
profiles on those, " Harris said.
"They can discriminate against tattoos - anything like that. It is legal.
So, they are checking that a lot now."
Multiple folders and large, bulky
purses and bags can cause applicants
to appear awkward when they
approach interviewers. She said to
keep baggage down to plain portfolio
binders to hold resumes and transcripts.
"We see it all the time at career
fairs," Harris said. "They look like
their packing for a weekend in
Mexico."
Regarding appropriate apparel,
Harris suggested students stay conservative. Applicants should look tailored and polished. She recommended choosing simple, dark colors,
avoiding gaudy, distracting clothing.
"You want to choose a tie that's not
loud," Harris said. "You don't want
any cartoon characters on it. That
might be great for the job if that's
your personality, but not for an interview."
She says sex appeal can have
adverse effects on interviews.
Women need to nix plunging necklines and skirts that fall above the
knees. Their makeup should stay
light and conservative. Also, Harris
said women should not wear too
much jewelry.
"If you work at Disney, they
require that you can wear no more
than seven pieces," Harris said. "So,

we think, if it's good for Disney, then
it's good for ... career fairs, interviews."
Don Frahr, human resource manager for Pella Corporation's vinyl plant
in Murray, supported Harris' suggestions.
"The biggest thing that I look for is
someone who has a good handshake,
good eye contact and a confident
manner," Frahr said. "Someone who
knows what they're doing."
He also said applicants catch his
eye when they take pains to collect
information about the company and
when they arrive at the interview
equipped with questions about the
job and the business.
"I want to make sure that someone
has done a lot of homework on the
corporation," Frahr said.
Most of the time, people should
follow these tips if they want to
secure a job. However, exceptions do
exist.
. Violating these basic rules actually
landed Mary Helen Gipson, freshmen from Owensboro, a summer
position with Kentucky Baptist
Ministries.
Gipson had planned to dress professionally, but the organization
unexpectedly called her in for an
interview right after registration.
She interviewed wearing the same
clothes she had worn for hours of
driving.
"They were really looking for
someone being real, and they could
see through someone being fake,"
Gipson said. "So, I was just myself. I
was basically very honest and very
truthful."
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TEAM STATISTICS
SCORING.......................
Points per game .............
Scoring margin..-.........
FIELD GOALS-AIT...............
Field goal pet..............
3 POINT FG-AIT................
3-point FG pet ..............
3-pt FG made per game.......
FREE THROWS-AIT...............
- Free throw pet..............
REBOUNDS......................
Rebounds per game...........
Reboun ding margin...........
ASSISTS..
Assists per game............
'I1JRNOVERS .....................
Turnovers per game..........
Turnover margin.............
Assist/turnover ratio.......
STEALS.........................
Steals per game.............
BLOCKS........................
Blocks per game.............
AITENDANCE....................
Home games-Avg/Game.........
m

. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .

MUR

OPP

1783
713
+103
664-1459
.455
186-534
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REBOUNDS......................
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Turnover margin........~
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STEALS........................
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A ITENDANCE....................
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530-1316
.403
126-397
317
5.0
340-497
.684
833
333
319
12.8
369
14.8

TEAM STATISTICS

MSU all-time vs. UT-Martin

6LO

348
7.4
269-413
.651
923
36.9
+3.6
4 23
16.9
308
12.3
+2.4
1.4
202
8.1
119
4.8
44618
13-3432

Murray State vs. Tennessee~Martin
Bret
Campbell
Head Coach
6th season

Mick
Cronin

Head Coach
3rd season

Projected Starting Lineup

5.7
48
L9
45827
11-3553

22
Shawn
Witherspoon
Forward ·

Projected Starting Lineup

10

14

2.

3

Keith
Jenifer

Darnell
Hopkins

Zerek
Knight

Jeremy
Kelly

Guard

Guard

Guard

Guard

25

45

44
Pearson
Griffith

Center

Jared
Newson
Forward
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4.9
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7.1
446-636
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35.1

-1.3
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14.4
+0.4
0.9
214
8.2
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14.3
385
14.8
1.0
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75
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2.9
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